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Government Officials Hope the Next Few
Weeks Will Bring An Economic Armistice
Which Will Alone Enable the Nation to
Bring Her Household Into Order.
(BT? TTIK ASSOCIATE!) PHESB.)
Berlin, Jan. 1 (by the Associated cent, but suggest that retrospec
Press.) Diligent search among tion should give way at the close
Berlin's big banks has failed to of 1921 to hopeful anticipation that
of even a the next few weeks will bring an
reveal tho presence
financial expert who would under- economic armistice, which the govtake to cast a horoscope for the ernment declares will alone enable
'
Germany of 1922.
Oermany to bring her badly disarOfficial quarters are more rctl- - ranged household into order.
"Out fate Is wholly wrapped tip
in the reparatlops problem and the
manner of Its solution," is in ef
fect tho statement of government
officials and political Industrial
All eeem
and financial leaders.
to agree that the past year has
in
lrmECAST.
the
demonstrated
fallacy of the
Vniir Tav.
TlAfiirnf f'nTn inn 1
reparations policy, whose
FA ' lco: Unsettled Monday, rain or entente's
moral, political and economical
now north and rain southwest ramifications
within
Germany,
portion, warmer south portion; they charge, are as viciously InTuesday, partly cloudy.
imical as, are Its economlo effects
Arizona: Italn south, rain or abroad."
gnow north
Monday,
"There can be no hope for staportion
colder; Tuesday, probably fair.
bility Inside and outside of Germany while we are being permitIOCAT, REPORT.
ted to ride to economlo perdition
1 ? '
dftidltlong for the twenty-fou- r
on a cloud of one hundred billion
m naatnnlriw
il,r anrfaH B, A
paper marks," said one banker.
1 recorded
by the university
It will be another week before
52
...
the world lg Informed of the apf( Highest temperature
. . .
30 proximate total of Germany's
past
22 annual
m "'e
It la
output of currency.
41 not Improbable
that
Germany's
ildity at 6 a. m
"3 paper flood at the close of the
... 61 year
n.ildity at 6 p. m
will have swollen to one hun. Nonti dred and
cipitation
twenty billion marks, to
.
wind
.
)timtin
... If, which must
be added another to.i
velocity
rection- - of wind
. North
billion loan In bank notes, also retaracter of day
, Cloudy deemable In currency.
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ORDERS FRENCH
BUILT AIRPLANE!
i

Machines

Will

Be

Making

Frequent Trips Across the
Atlantic Within Two or
Three Years, Predicts.
Paris, Jan. 1. An American firm
has just ordered an airplane of the
type described by Louis Breuget,
famous French flyer and construcg
tor as "an
plane."
1. Breuget
recently predicted thai
these airplanes will be making
trips ucross the Atlantic
within two or three years. They
are now under construction.
They are expected to be able to
hours without stopfly twenty-fou- r
ping, at a speed of 180 miles an
hour and to carry twenty or thirty
with baggage. This
passengers
would bring tho two continents
within a day's travel of each other.
The planes are being planned
with huge wings, six feet thick, the
Interior of which will bo used for
cabins. As described by M. Breuget,
their total weight will be 155 tons,
d
375 feet, and they
their
will have twenty-fou- r
motors of
each.
It was contemplation of this big
advance that led M. Hreuget to suggest the possibility that an airplane
will
be able to go
eventually
around the world in one flight.
"There is no reason why an air
plane could not mako the circuit of
the world without a stop, If wo
ptirsuod the formula as to weight-liftin- g
and speed and if greater
room can be found for fuel, say 70
per cent of the total lifting
power," he said.
"Such a plane would travel at a
speed of 750 miles an hour, but
this speed would be impossible un
less an average height of 42,000
At such
feet could be maintained.
h
a height tho atmosphere has
of its ordinary density.
out
a
'The vista spread
by such
possibility is amazing. Man could
fly around the earth faster than
the earth's movement. Ho could, so
to sneak, catch up with the sun.
New York would only be six hours
from Europe.
"Again In the case of war what
would be the use of big fleets If
they were faced with huge 100 and
n
aerial torpedo planes? The
navies of the world will then be
relics of the past, fit only for a
place In museum next, let us say,
to mammoths.
"Peoplo laugh at these predictions." concluded M. Breguet, "but
so did people In 1840 when steam
navigation was Introduced."
ocean-crossin-

one-fift-

200-to-

MXDSEY IS PARDONED.
Santa Ko, Jan. 1. Pardon has
been granted bv Governor Mcchetn
to Jacob Lindsey, who was sentenced from McKInley county in
January, 1921, to serve two to
threo years for an offense
at
given. The pardon recites that
Lindsey committed the offense In
Ignorance and with no intention of
law. Judge K. II. Ryan,
violating
who tried tho case, recommended
the pardon.

TUESDAY
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IN

METROPOLIS

IN CELEBRATING

ish Public Opinion Seem1922'S ARRIVAL1
ingly Has Consolidated in
Favor of the Peace Pact
Four Deaths Due to Over
iSays Nations Which Are Do
With England.
indulgence, 16 Wounded,
ing All the Attacking Have
Uty Th
Pre,.l
Formed Alliance Against
Half Dozen Poisoned By
llublin, Jan.
(by the Associated Press
.Members of the dull
the Guiltless,
Bad Liquor, Is Toll,
oire:nm who hove been spending
1

1

ANALYZESCAUSES of
FAR EASTERN DISPUTE
Would Be a Crime for America to Sign the Pact If
Aggressions Are to Continue As in the Past,

'v

(Ily The AiKocluti'd

)

Washington, Jan.
(by the Associated Press.) His words spread
by wireless through adjacent states,
Senator Borah, republican, of Idaho,
speaking here today, submitted
what he described us a test of
whether the
peace
treaty "was based on justice and
was therefore a peace alliance, or
based on force and therefore a
Several thoumilitary alliance."
sand amateur and commercial wireless operators within 00 miles of
Washington "listened in" on the
address.
The test which Mr. Borah offered
was whether supporters
of the
treaty were willing to accept reservations by which the powers would
"agree to restore within one year
and thereafter ever to respect the
rights, interests, territory and sovereignty of all nations, or governments in the region of the Pacific."
tie added to the further provision
that should the agreement to restore and respect such interests lie
not observed, obligations under article two would be terminated automatically.
Aggressions In Ear East.
lie asserted that tho 'aggressions
in the Far East for fifty years have
been on the part of the nations, or
which have
rather governments,
now signed an (illianco to prevent
He
that it
charged
aggression."
was the members of the "alliance"
and not those nations outside of it
who have disregarded the rights
of other nations and peoples in t lie
Pacific in recent years.
"The disturbances in the Far
"and the
East," ho continued,
things which threaten war arise
out of failure of the nations now
proposing an alliance to regard the
rights of other nations and not out
of acts of those excluded from the
alliance. There would be no Far
Eastern questions or a disturbing
nature if t'na rurnil"r o thi:; proposed alliance had respected the
rights of tho weak or morethepeaceeast.
fully disposed peoples of
Let the alliance specifically proand
itself
vide that the alliance
each and all members will respect
tho rights and sovereignty and interests of other peoples slid let it
GO
be provided that if they don't, tho
alliance Is dissolved.
Interesting Revcnlinciit.
In n three column front page nrlicle Saturday night the Eve"I think one of the most interesning Herald calls. In black faced type, upon (he governor of the ting and illuminating revealnionts
slate lo direct the hunk commissioner to invoke the Blue Sky Law !of modern diplomacy is this propoagainst the editor of the Journal.
sition that the nations which have
We very respectfully direct the attention of the Herald to the jbeen doing all of the aggressing, or
fact that Mr. A. 15. Mc.Millcn and Mr. Lanreiu-- l,ec, both of the attacking, should get together and
1'lrst National Hank, brought the bunking department down on our. solemnly form an alliance against
heads, several months ngo and the matter wan threshed out nnd those nations who have not been
settled. Just how It Is to he reopened by the governor ivc do not guilty of such thing, if tho nations
know. If lie has n desire to r.Kipen It and ciin find a way, we off- jto be members of this alliance
er no objection. All our triiiisnellons are within bounds of both vwould hand back to the nations
tho rights
good law nnd good morals and will wllhsland any manner of scru- land people the territory, have
taken
they
tiny. That we have nllowed public wrongs to absorb our attention and the liberties
from them, the war clouds in the
to the delay of our private business is our only sin.
Far East would disappear.
There wns no Blue Sky Law when Messrs. Honing and Hughes lYou
would net need an alliance in
were selling John M. Sully of the t'hliio CopiM-Company, stocks
East if it were not neces-rarand bonds to the amount of $:!(). (ItIO In the Herald. Besides the tho Far
to protect the territory which
Herald has rendered the equivalent It agreed to render In its deobtained by
been unjustly
fense of the special privilege of the mine group through evaded ;has
of the alliance."
taxes. They could well afford to throw the $;!ll,no() In the river. 'members
Mr. Borah declared it would be a
That Is why, probably, they do not complain over having never re- 'crime "a crime not only against
ceived any cash Interest or dividends on the Investment,
jour own people but a crime against
There was no Blue Sky Law when Robert Erveln, land commillions in the Far East," for the
missioner, who had the slockmen of the slate nt Ms mercy In the .United States to Join In an alliance
It
wrote
them
would
letters saying
matter of leases,
please liini if If "aggressions" are to continue in
these stockmen woidd buy stock In the Herald, which many of Ithe ten years of the agreement's
them did In
life as they have "taken place In
,
There was no Blue sky Law to Investigate Iiow several thousand Ithe past." He argued that It w;ts
wrong to ask the American people
dollars of Herald stock happened to be in the assets of Mr. Erveln
to guarantee protection against
nfter his dentil.
and war which "may bes
If the governor wishes to ivsiiid to the call of the Herald to brought about
or inspired hy
Investigate the transactions of the editor of the Journal, we aro
of the alliance itself."
diIn
We
Include
nsk
lie
would
that
the
respectfully
order,
willing.
Homeland of Japan.
rections to Investigate the printing obtained last winter by the Her-ai- d
He discussed nlso proisions or
from the legislature, without bids and at an exorbitant figure. Ithe
the homeland
We would usk that lie Investigate the letting of the bids to the Her-nl- d of treaty concerning
These, however, he did
for tho session laws, journals and year book. We would nsk notJapan.
as more Important tlwn
that ho Investigate the advance payments made contrary to law by otherregard
features which, ho said would
the secretary of state to the Herald on these contracts. We would lend the
United Slates into war
nsk him to find out why, on January 1, 11)22, the 1021 year book "Just as truly if any island were
is yet undelivered although largely paid for by the state, contrary 'attacked .as though the Japanese
to law, several months ago. While we are investigating, let ns Inmainland were the object of
vestigate. We are willing to bo included.
Nn expenditure of public money Is Involved In tho transacThese "militaristic" features of
tions of the editor of the Journnl.
Perhaps It might be well for the treaty should be stripped off.
the governor to wait for some one who had business transactions !he added, saying that if such were
with us to complain before he attempts to Interfere. The I'lrst Nanot done, It should be regarded as
tional Bank and the Herald have no financial interest In the matter proof that tho "members of the
though they make till the noise. They .suddenly aro tremendously
alliance are unwilling to restore the
of peoplo who Invested n little money territory, the franchises, the privInterested In the
with us to help us make lie fight for decency against the combiileges which other peoples claim
nation that the Herald, the I'lrst National and their kind had set have been taken from them unjust-ji- y
and which are now the causes of
up In New Mexico.
If the governor wants us Investigated lie can find a way doubttrouble In the Far Fast."
we
less, to bring It about. Again
say. It Is all right. But we would
suggest, quite deferentially, that there Is some public business
which the governor seems to be neglecting, which might well lie KILLS MOTHER-IN-LAattended to before lie begins on tho private affairs of the citizens
SHOOTS AND WOUNDS A
of the state who have I bo temerity to criticize.
We would direct his at lent Ion to the fact that n bank recently
VISITOR AND HIMSELF
failed I'i Santa I c having deposited with it SX'iXOOO of state money,
while tt could have, legally, loss than $50,000 of such deposits. We
(Hj The Anorlntrd Press.)
would direct Ills attention to Hie faet that a state treasurer who Is
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 1.. Tragedy
still
a
of
in
handles
state.
the
of
office,
the
felony
guilty
money
stalked at a New Year's gathering
We would call his attention to the faet that a state auditor ts in here last night when Robert Foster,
office who lias kept his cash receipts, written In lend pencil on paid to have
been crazed hy jealousy
fragments of paper, and who has never complied with tho law lover another man's attention to his
Wo would call his attention .wife, shot and killed his mother-in-llagoverning the Issuance of warrants.
to the faet that the secretary of state lias made advance payments,
Mrs. Georgia Busline;!,
wounded William It. Walker,
contrary to law, to n machine newspaper. We would call bis attention to tho rumor that prisoners nt the penitentiary have reja visitor at the Foster home, nnd
cently been licntcn with baseball bats. We would call bis attention 'turned the revolver on himself, in-- l
to the fact that the chairman of the board of regents of the Insane
flirting what is probably a fatal
asylum nt Las Vegas Is under arrest by federal authorities for havIwound.
nnd
to
disposed of whiskey, belonging
that
ing taken, transported
Institution, which was purchased for medical purposes and that
TURKISH-SOVIE- T
PACT
every elfort lias lR'en made to suppress the news. We would nll
Ills attention to the scandalous rumors of general mismanagement
HAS BEEN DRAWN UP
lit that Institution nnd that the matter Is still nnrcctlflcd although
lie has known of It for at least six weeks. Wc would call bis at(By The Assoelntrd Pre,.)
tention to the faet that the janitor of the Nonnnl I'uiverslly nt Las
Dec.
is. Gen-er- r
Constantinople,
Vegas, has boon arrested on n liquor charge and that rumor has It
that lie was selling Ikpior to boy students In that Institution mid
Frunze, chief of the 1'kralniun
that up to u few days ago he was ns yet uninvestigated or undismission, will leave Angora, seat
ot the Turkish national governcharged by the governor or the board.
When the governor lias had lime to think on these things wc ment, soon with the draft of nn
will suggest a few more Items which his oath of office makes It agreement for consideration
by
Ills duty to rectify. When ho bus done i few of these things be tho Kiev soviet.
It Is reported
milithat the treaty provides for
may bavo tltno to Investigate the
business of Ills critics.
To reverse tho order may snmck a private
triHo of persecution nnd of an
tary assistance to the Turks by
effort to silence criticism but wo ure not unwilling.
I'kraine against Ittimania In event
tho Rumanians manifest an intenLet the tail go with the hide. A
clear the atmosphere., Let's Investigate! general investigation might
tion of assisting the Greeks in
Thrace.
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(Special)
Chicago, Jan.
The divorce granted Kdith Rockefeller McCormiek,
daughter of
John X. Rockefeller, from Harold
cAt r
F. McCormiek, president of the
International Harvester company,
relatives and
did
not surprise
friends of the couple. It had been
known for a long time that the
daughter of the Standard Oil king
and her husband wero estranged
and the divorce action had been
rumored for some weeks. The
brief and straightforward manner
employed in obtaining the decree
before Judge Charles A. McDonald deprived the gossip lovers of
sensations they had been led to
believe might crop out when the
case was finally heard, '"he only
move
testimony given was usf
.InserMrs. McCormick's char
tion that McCormiek yj, her in
1, 1918.
ff
Zurich, Switzerland,
is there
During the pror
, if
fie?' J,
was no mention of
oy or set.
tlement of prop-'j'.'ights, alvery nature, '
though the suit,
Involved questi v .fecting two
of the greatest'
lies in Amer- bad adjourned
After thej
the lawyers c'
d that no legal
V
on
made.
.
settlement
It is no
d, however, that)
rs. McCormiek are
both Mr. a,.v
to retain possesion of all property
held in their own names. Arrangements are to be made later as to
the disposal of property in which
both have an undivided interest.
r
Mrs. McCnrmk'k Kctnlns Home.
Mrs. McCormiek, it is declared,
will retain the McCormiek residence at 000 Lake Shore drive,
'4
while her husband will coi.tinuo to
home in
reside ill the country
Lake Forest, ono of the show
places of the country.
Civic
and artistic enterprises
which owe their principal support
and in many eases their very existence to the munificence of the
McCormicks are not to suffer by
reason of the divorce. Principal
among these is the Chicago grand
opera. The relations between the
McCormicks and the opera had already been arranged.
It had been ; nnounced that with
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McCormlclt and their daughter Muriel.
this year they would cease to be
guarantors of the opera, on which enabling Chicago" to enjoy the high uted tho regaining of her health
like est grade of grand opera someto nynthetic psychology and took
they have spent, something
Until' will couth. '.ie. what overshadowed their work In a great interest
$5,000,000.
in it.
Sho anhowever, to support the opera other fields, but there was hardly nounced at one time that she into the anything which had to do with tended to devote herself to prowith largo contributions
general guarantee fund, and It is the c'ty's social or artistic life In moting its cause.
It was duriiri her s!ay In Switreported that they intend to give which they wero not prominently
it $3,000,000 of scenery and stage identified.
zerland that the estrangement beMrs. McCormiek only recently tween her and her husband
effects, which Is their property.
took
bought land estimated as being place. Humors of it had
Wedding a Noted Affair.
Tho McCormicks ,,were married worth $300,000, which she turned them when they finally preceded
returned
on November 26, 18!).-in tho Fifth over to the forest preserve for zoo- to the T'nited states last fall. They
in
New logical gardens, which is planned came on different steamships.
Avenue Baptist church
York City. Mr. McCormiek was to lo one of tho greatest in the
Finally when they arrived In
e
about twenty-fivyears obi at the world.
Chicago early in October Mr. Mchis
was
wifo
about the
time and
Cormiek answered the various ru(iocs to Europe for Health.
same age.
Eight years ago Mrs. McCormiek mors by making a formal statewas forced oh- account of her ment that lie and his wifo had sep.
The wedding attracted widespread attention at the time as the health to leavo- Chicago and for arated. Mr. McCormiek was
union of two great fortunes.
several years sha made her home
on his return to ChicaThe McCormicks came to Chica- in Italy and Switzerland.
While go by his son, Harold Fowler Mcin Italy she showed her apprccl."-tlo- .i Cormiek.
go to live. Roth took a great
Muriel McCormiek, tho
in thi civic, and artistic- acfor the tulmt of V,i ii
y tldo'.f daughter. hn nun thrown her
tivities of the city and were among contributing $11,6(10 as a prize for lot with the father.
The third
tho most generous contributors to a design for a statue of the com- child, Mathilda McCormiek, is a
its charities.
poser. Most of her time, however, minor, and is now in school In
The part which both played In was spent in Zurich. She attrib

CITY

Dally hj Carrier or ftjull. 8fc a Month
j Single
So

DANCER FOR 0

McCormicks, Divorced, to Continue
Aiding Art and Civic Enterprises
y.

Rests in His Big Old Fashioned House in Philadelphia; Leaders in Both
Parties Regret Death.

The
was
Penrose
of Senator
here
home
his
bachelor
brought to
today, in keeping with his oft ex- wish. The family is planpressed
in
;i
l..:n.. in l,el,l tlir,
FAR EASTERN PROBLEM jiy as possible. Tonight no time had
I
been fixed for the interment. Dr.
t nnt ics u. x euiose, one ox u,u
Are
Shantung Negotiations
ator a nrouiers, is awaiting ueunoe
word from Spencer Penrose, of
f
Deadlocked; Siberian Sit- Colorado
Springs, another brother,
uation Has Come Into before making final arrangements,
It was said seme members of the
Prominence Recently,
family desired tho funeral held
without any announcement.
Associated
The body wus accompanied by L.
Press.)
(By Tlie
and the
C. Taylor, his secretary,
1
AsWashington, Jan.
(by the
him.
sociated Press). The arms con-- i two nursesthewho hadofattended
senator
the
body
ference begins the new year with Tonight
his
in
rested
big
members looking toward a
j most
house under conditions somewhat
final
adjournment two weeks similar
to tho life he led while
the
despite
prospect of there virtually alone. The only
,; hence, to
clear away several trouhaving
was a faithful old houseoccupant
blesome issues.
on
An American delegate predicted keeper. No crepe wus displayed
door.
naval theThe
today that the
senator was not
of
the
tlcath
limitation treaty would he put into
to those who
final form this week, and that next entirelyhisunexpected
condition.
Always
week a settlement would he ef- knew in real
and national
state
the
active
fected covering the Far Kastern councils
lie
tho
of
parly,
republican
field. The same expectation was
his long illness and
i echoed
In tho foreign delegations, chafed under
his
more
phythan
took on himself
to.
Jj, most of whose members have made
Wj '"'definite plans to leave about mid-f- f sicians desired ofhim
regret at the senExpressions
ator's death came.' from men prom' January.
To Iress Matters.
v
inent in the republican and demoA tendency to press the
cratic
parties of city, state and nato conclusion even if some
and from men in many prooriginal hopes for accomplishment tion,
civic life of the
have to go by the hoard. Is evident fessions and in the
city.
In many quarters.
are
Delegates
' '
said to feel that seven weeks of IIAD REQUESTED THAT
discussions have fully developed
f',
IT.NEKAIi JSE 1'IUYATE
r
the various national viewpoints,
and that little is to be gained by
Washington, Jan. 1 (by the Assoprolonged debate.
Press. ) High officials and
In pursuance of this policy the ciated
of both
leaders
joined today
naval experts will spend tomorrow in expressions parties
ef regret over the
at work. None expects to find death of Senator Boise
Penrose, of
serious difficulty in the technical Pennsylvania, for a quarter of t
adjustments remaining to he form- century an outstanding figure in re
ulated to cover such questions as
councils.
methods
of replacement and scrap- - publican
Tuesi
Congress, on reconvening out
1 ping, and there is a general feeling
of
will adjourn for the day
day,
that the end of the week may see respect to the late senator, but will
a plenary session for announce- forego other customary ceremonies.
ment of a formal
naval A request of Senator Penrose that
treaty.
his funeral should ho private and
At the same time announcement that no congressional
committees
new
bo
of
made
the
may
should be appointed was communi- e
treaty partitioning the former cated today to Vice President
German cable properties in the Paand Speaker Gillett.
cific. This instrument has not reSenator Penrose's body was taken
ceived the formal approval of all today to his home at, Philadelphia.
Interested nations but the delegates
A SDecial meeting of the senate
yeem confident that unanimous as- finance committee Is to be held tosent will not be long delayed.
morrow to determine measures for
'nr Eastern Problem.
hnnorincr Senator Penrose. Its chair
, ijip
for several years, ana an
rar.,astei;n..promrm, prom-inla- n
to develop some difficult Issues. fHiential member of tho committee
deadare
Shantung negotiations
jf0r a generation. The Pennsylvania
locked, the Chinese request for j delegation in congress is also to
conference discussion of tho twen-mpfor appropriate action.
for
demands is meeting wlthjitol flags will fly at half-mafrom
the
determined
and tho late senator's
opposition
days
thirty
Japanese, and the Siberian sltua- - Seat "on the front row in the senate
The
tion hag come into prominence will ho draned in mouring.
of alleged impress of Senator Penrose's great
through publication
secret understandings between the force of character on iesisinu
'Japanese and the French concern- and political events was voiced
ing a Japanese policy toward Si- generally in statements today by
beria.
his colleagues, including leaders of
An unofficial commission sent to both parties.
the conference by the Far Eastern
"I have known Senator Penrose
republic of Chita. Siberia, made many years and have been very
secret
agreethe
alleged
public
closely associated with him in the
ments of tho French and Japanese senate," said Senator Dodge, re"He was
governments.
They are denied by publican floor leader.
both the French and Japanese always a very kind and loyal friend
denounced
who
him
miss
very
shall
i
me
to
and
plenipotentiaries,
the documentary evidence present- greatly. Ho was a man of strong
ed by the Far Eastern commission character and very marked ability.
as constituting a "forgery" and
"His work In the senato was
malicious falsehoods."
principally In regard to the tariff
Whether the accusation will come and financial legislation, subjects
before the conference of which ho was a master.
formally
is uncertain, since Far Eastern rep"I never saw anything more
resentatives not only are not mem- pluekv than the way he went on
bers but are speaking for an un- with his work despite his sufferTho S- ing.
recognized government.
Penrose held a very
iberian situation, however. Is on the
"Senator
agenda for the Far Eastern dis- high position In tho senate' and is a
cussions, and the Chinese nr gome very great loss to that body."
other delegation may inject,, the
Senator llnderwood of Alabama,
Far Eastern charges into tho ne- democratic leader, said:
"I was greatly dlstreied to hear
gotiations.
He
Penrose's death.
of Senator
Scope of Pacific Treaty.
held
this
is
If a plenary session
was a man of great force and great
It is not Impossible that Its ability and undoubtedly one of the
week
l program may Include ratification foremost lenoers of Tils
party In his
'Continued on Pago Two.)
(Continued on Pago Two.)
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the holidays at home atv beginning
to return for the discussions Tuesday.
liui'iiig tile past week Irish public opinion seeinin''ly has consolidated in favor of the peace treaty
with Groat Ilritaln, and Its supporters in the dail today expressed
fur more confidence of ratification
than at any time since the debate
opened.
Tio ir most
eonser.-i- t ive
are for a majority of about
twelve, and they declare they do
not consider the possibility of a
considerable number of the opponents abstaining from nil voting.
Estimates of the sentiment of tile
people vary from 7." to ;t."i per cent
in favor of the treaty.
At a meeting of the Irish commercial t raveli s federation Saturday n lit President Holland said:
"There is nohody in Ireland who
knows the pulse of the people bettor than the commercial travelers,
and 1 can stale that. !).", per cent of
the people are in favor of the
i

treaty."
tint of all the local boards
throughout the souUi and west of

Ireland
which
have expressed
themselves on the treaty, tlie Han-trof
board
guardians still stands
alone a opposed to Its acceptance.
Propaganda Placards.
Attention of church goers was
arrested today by propaganda placards hung last night on the walls
and in
of tlie ruined
postoffice
other parts of luiblin. One was a
of
notice
the
published
duplicate
in Irish llulletin last August, forbidding pei sons to leave the country without a permit from the home
office. Austin Stack, a strong op
ponent of the treaty is home secre
tary and the placard was taken as a
reminder to the public that the re
publican KoKcrnment is still func
tioning.
Another poster read: "Katify the
treaty and save the empire."
The sources from which the
placards came are not revealed.
The Associated l'ress was informed today that imiuines art. be
ing received ny irisn :ami ageum
re
from wealthy
garding tho possible purchase of
in
Ireland.
Many
largo estates
landed gentry left Ireland during
tlie last year, putting up their
estates for sale. In many rases
these estates "re expected to pass
into tho hands of Americans who,
a. ret:'n
.o normal,
3'v.leip-titiurare said to desire to return to the
land of their birth.
y

f

SOCIALISTS OUTVOTED
IN

STOCKS OF
LIQU0RC0NFISCATED

PRIVATE

Celebration Rivaled the
Wildest Days Before the
Advent of Prohibition, One
Newspaper Claims,
Tho Associated . res.)
1.
Father
York, Jan.
Knickerbocker turned his pockets
Inside out today to pay the piper
for piping in the new year amidst
celebration.
a Volsteail-defylnPolice record.) enumerated four
violent deaths attributable to holmen
iday
anil women in hospitals with gundozshot fir knife w.mnds, a. half
en poisoned by bad liquor, and
served by
scores of sumnionst-members of the dry squad of 200
who attempted to make it tho
driest New Year's eve P.roadwav
has ever seen.
Hetween midnight nnd 2 o'clock
raids by prohibition offieern were
repotted, including a descent enx
Ueisouweher's and similar
with the fesiiities at a
half dozen Greenwich village tea
rooms.
The Evening telegram today described the night ns a "celebration
which rivalled the wildest
days.
head of
William IT. Anderson,
tho state
league, however, said that. "New York was far
dryer last night than it has been
on other holidays."
A'itli the cataclysm of noif'e that
was unloos"d at midnight came the
demands nnd tho collisions ot the
piper.
A celebrant turned into a cross
street from Hroadway, drew a pisMrs.
tol and fired at random.
Kate Kosmark, 22, who bad been
standing near a window, fell t'
the floor of her apartment, strop";
in the breast and neck. Tho
prankster continued on his noisy
way.
Fast side residents of r.roomo
street, near the Bowery, indulged
in their favorite sport of bottle
smashing.
Jielsenweb?i-. At
prohibition.,
igents confiscated many private
stocks of liquor and served summonses on John Gorman, the manager, his son, and a half dozen

New

fllj

g

inter-ferenc-

Anti-Saloo- n

merry-maker-

Greenwich villagers had their
DIET frolic much as in former yea''s.
At four tills morning they were still
at it. costumed maskers dancing in
rrr.)

THETYR0L

(By The AiMirlnlrd

fjeneva. Jan. I. .V dispatch from
Innsbruck says that the Tyrol diet
Saturday, after a session I of thirty- three hours, broke down he socialist obstruction anil voted the 1!).'2
budget, amounting to 1,9:10,000,000
kronen.
When the vote was taken a num
ber of tlie socialist members fell
asleep. Other socialists had gone
home, having been summoned by
Iheir wives.

Washington square to tho music
of a score of hurdy gurdys.

( HOW IX A HOSPITAL.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 1. It be
came known tonight that Senator
William Crow was brought to a hos
pital here yesterday from bis horn
at I'nlontown. It was said he was
merely resting before returning to
and that his stay
Washington
would be brief.

IVILIAH FLYIKG IN THE
RCREASED

y

20 PER CENT LAS

AR OVER 1920, DATA SHOWS
Twelve Hundred Machines Operated During
1921, Flying a Total of More Than 6,500,-00- 0
Miles and Carrying Approximately

275,-00- 0

Passengers; Mail Service Efficient.

mem-ibcr-

well-bein- g

I

j

i

j

y

1

(HY

Till;

ASSOC 1ATKD PRF.S8.)

Chicago, Jan. 1. Civilian flying
Ing in the T'nited States increased
20 per rent In 11)21 over the preceding year, according toV review
Aeronautical
tho
compiled by
Chamber of Commerce for the decommerce
of
at Washpartment
aircraft
ington. Twelve hundred
were operated by civilians during
a
the last year, flying
total of
more than 6. ",00,000 miles and carrying 27.1.0U0 passengers. The figures are based on authenticated reports to the Aeronautical Chamber
of Commerce from all sections of
the country.
"In tho last twelve months the
aviation has outgrown romance
land is now recognized as a practi-jca- l
art," says the review. "Th;
year was crowded with important
evenlfl.
and government,
state,
municipal officials and transporta.
;tion experts are agreed that civilian aeronautics must be developed
for peaceful transport nnd as a
reserve arm of tho national defense.
Model Air Mail Service.
"The T'nited States air mail service in 1021 made such u record
for efficiency on the transcontinental route that it l"t recognized
as a model for civilian aerial transport the world over. Letters have
been delivered In New York two
days after casual mailing on the
Pacific coast. The service has nn
average of 88.82 per cent efficiency, that Is. completed
trips on
scheduled time smce it was started
In 1918. The nir mail has during
tho last year completed Its wireless communication
system, the
fourteen stations now having radio plants, threo operated by the
navy department nnd tin others
by tho air mail service. Last Febwith
ruary, a continuous flight,
night flying, was made between
San Francisco nnd New York
Mail leaving the coast at 4:"0 p.
m., February 22. was delivered In
New York at 4:50 p. m. February
23.

Municipal Lauding I'lcliW.
"Governors of states and heads
of federal bureaus, have started
ot
campaigns for tho nquisitioa
municipal' landing field. Ordinances regulating
aerial traffic
'

have been passed and enforced In
Tho
scores of municipalities.
American Bar association, Aero
Aeronautical
Club of America,
Chamber of Commerce of America,
Manufacturers' Aircraft association
and the National Aircraft Underwriters' association, the Society of
Automotive
Engineers and the
National Advisory Committee
for
Aeronautics have recognized
the
necessity for a national aerial
code. Their view have found expression in the Wadsworth-Hicbill now before congress and providing for a bureau of civil aviation in the department of commerce.
AYorld's Iteeordn.
"Among the world's records made
during the year in America were-thosof Lieutenant J. A. Macready,
of the army air service, who in
September reached an altitude of
more than 37,800 feet above Pay-toOhio, parachute drops of from
22.000 to 23,nn wet made by Lieutenant A. G. Hamilton and Sergeant
lOncil Chambers, of the army air
course speed
serviie, the closed
record made by Bert Acostti at the
Pulitzer race in Omaha in November when he covered a triangular
eourso of in,, miles at a speed of
176.3 miles an hour. Five passengers were carried to an altitude of
19, 500 feet over Port Washington.
L. I , in August.
"There wero many other spectacular performances during the year.
The first American national airway
was opened by the army air service
hetween Boiling Field, Washington.
1). C, and Dayton, Ohio. The nay
department released four million
dollars worth of flying boat equipment for the civilian market,
l ulls llclnj; Organized.
"Aviation units are being organized In the national guard in many
of the states of the union.
Many
improvements were made In airand
in
internal
the
design
plane
combustion engine. Mortors were
made more reha'Jie, more economical as far as fuel consumption
concerned, and more efficient.
"The aerial torpedo was pronerinl
duced. The
bomb was also mHde and tested
successfully, the armored mono- (Contlnued on
"0,
k

n.
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Cuticura Talcum

PI! MITCHELL

11
(11?

T

MIX T
Jan.

DAY

1.

important contest for the title
holder in a year.
The contest is to po ten rounds,
and, In accordance with the Wisconsin low, no decision will be given If both men are on their feet
at the finihth. The match has attracted tremendous interest and
a cn parity crowd is assured.
All tho seats were sold twenty-fou- r
hours hko. The Rate receipts
Will hit tho 41, 000 mark.
Leonard will receive a guarantee of $15,000, with a privilege of
ft perccntnse, while Mitchell, who
will receive a percentage, probably
will draw about $11,000.
Leonard has twice knocked out
Vinky's older brother, Iiitchio
Mitchell, who aspired to the chamThe younger Mitchell,
regarded as one of the best 135
pound boxers developed in the west
in recent years, is determined to
avenge those two defeats.
pionship.

ENVOYS PREDICT
ADJOURNMENT
OF
ARMS MEET SOON
from Pago one.)

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 B. Fourth.
Phone I057--

four-pow-

s,

g

i

J

V

Pen-iros-

Iff Pnj Bicycle Sule.
e
Largent itock of
Bleyclen
aver shown la Albuquerque, at reduced
pricei.
BROAD BICTCT.E ft TRADING CO,
210 South Second Street.

lllJ SOU Super-Si- x

Effective .December 24th

h

to

Prices of Hudson Models are reduced as follows:
Phaeton
$1695
Phaeton ... 1745
2295
Cabriolet
2570
Coupe
2650
Sedan
2920
Touring Limousine
3495
Limousine
(F. O. E. Detroit)

Pen-rop-

o,

Colorado Springs. Colo., Jan. 1.
Spencer Penrose, local capitalist
and brother of the late Senator
Boies Penrose, left this city at
9:10 o'clock tonight for Philadelphia.
Mr. Penrose's private car Is attrain on
tached to a Chicago-hounthe Chicago, Pock Island & Pacific railway.
Passing of Pennsylvania's republican leader is expected to have
effect in the councils of
the party in this state, according to
political'ieaders. His death breaks
the line of that succession of lead
ers In republican politics in Pennsylvania that began with Simon
Cameron, a member of Lincoln's,
cabinet. Cameron's leadership was
handed down to Matthew Stanley
Quay. Then the leadership fell toPenrose, who succeeded Don Cameron, son of Simon, in the senate 1"
He was Eent to the sena'
1897.
d

'.'submarine tangle.
,i American Ambassador Harvey
has gone to Cannes prepared to
discuss the submarine issue with
' the two
premiers, if occasion

RIOTING IV INDIA.
Lahore, British India, .Ian. X.
There was serious rioting Friday In
Firorpur and Jharka, in the Roh-ta- k
district of the Punjab, when
non
attempted to rescue perse ns arrested for assaulting members of the local association. The military from Delhi and
Alwar assisted in restoring order.

V

Gold Ave. at Fifth St.

Bit! I
nnrj
1100 South Second St.

FOR PRIVATR
SKCRETAJUE8

SCHOOL
the roost successful
business training; school In the SouthPrepares for and obtains excellent Secretarial position.
west.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing In the way of
earning power.
School
This
has SKILLFUL
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
The courses are
TEACHERS.
ana complete.
modern
thorough,
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGR FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

Gallup Stove
Coal $11.50 ,

Aztec Fuel Co.
L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.
Phone 2S1

LUMBER
PAINT

GLASS
CEMENT

PLASTER

Phone 855
Albuquerque
Lumber Co,
423 North First Street

Journal Want Ads bring result.

Kistler, Collister & Co.'s Great January Sale of Women's and Misses'

Dresses and. uoaLis
A

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

4

1A7COTXDM

Prices

C--

Payne-Aldrlc-

of some clarifying Instrument to
define the scope of the
J'aoific treaty with reference to the
Neprincipal Japanese islands.
gotiations for such a clarification
ore proceeding, the Americans having given nssurances that they will
not oppose a Japanese plan to declare that the treaty does not cover
tho Japanese "homeland."
The
present discussions are said to be
lending toward accomplishment of
that end through a reservation
signed by all four powers.
While the exchange is in prog-reopponents of the treaty in
the senate nre organizing to prevent its ratification and are losing
no opportunity to carry their fight
to the country, Senator Borah, republican, Idaho, delivered today an
argument against unreserved ratification.
More discussions In the
senate are expected when It reconvenes Tuesday.
On the side of thf naval limitation program, the most emharast-inproblem to be settled is that
involved in the proposed regulation
of submarine warfare.
All powers
have agreed to unite in a declaration reaffirming the present restrictions of international law and
condemning the ruthless use made
of German
during the
war, but there has not been the
mmo facility of agreement on the
proposal to prohibit submarine attacks on merchant vessels.
Bound up in the submarine restriction plans also is the suggestion for a future oonference to consider submarine and auxiliary lim- i itations in
a more definite way.
President Harding has been said to
favor strongly such a conference,
but there has been no evidence
that any delegation was nrepnring
"formally to propose it." Some delegates are known to be taking the
position that another meeting to
talk over the submarine problem
would be useless unless the Initiative In that direction were taken
by France, whoso announcement
that she Intended to reserve the
right to nearly treble her suhma- rino strength ended tho Washing- 1,1 on
negotiations for submarine
limitation.
In that connection
delegations
nre watching developments
nt
'annes, where Premiers Lloyd
.'tJeorge of Great Britain and
Ttrland of France are beginning a
(llscussion which advices have In- '""ilicated might eventually get to the

Welders.
Tel. 1B47--

to ONE-HALOFF REGULAR PRICES

to GNE-HALOFF REGULAR PRICES
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C. H. CARNES

NOTICE

ALBUQUERQUE MUSIC STORE

er

Hcnny Leonard, world's lightweight champion,
toWill defend his honors here
morrow HKaiimt l'lnky Mitchell, a
former Milwaukee high achonl boy,
in what promises to lo the most

(Continued

REMOVAL

Always Healthful

lis Aisurlntrd Trent.)

Milwaukee,

by the legislature, and WEYLER
MAY RESIGN,
twice by vote of the people.
With the death of Quay, Senator
DUE TO CRITICISM
REMOVED TO HIS
Penrose also became ttie national
BACHELOR HOME committeeman from Pennsylvania.
Oly The AsMiclalrd I'rrM.)
"
Fucinatingly Frg'nt
Madrid, Dec. 31. General Wey-le- r
I LAGS ON C APITOI, ARK
We have moved our Piano Store from No. 311 West
is
tho
considering
presentation
MAST
JI.VIJ.'
PLAC'KD AT
of his resignation as chief of the
Central Avenue to more commodious quarters at
time. Ills loss will he grerftly felt
UbmtorlM.DiptXUaldtn,
frwtof
staff immediately upon the Sampls
Hanlsburgh, Pa , Jan, 1. Flags
Mais. fcWerywbere S&e.
by his colleagues, his party and his :on Pennsylvania's state capltol were general
405 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
return from Morocco of War Minstate."
placed at half staff today In ister de la Clvleraga, according to a
we would be pleased to see our patrons.
where
Senator Penrose's post as chair- mourning for Senator Penrose and
severe criticism uttered
man of tho senate finance commit- Governor William C. fcproul can- report. The
all plans for tho customary by the minister of war during his
tee with Its supervision of the celled
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbinew year's recoption at the execu- visit to Morocco against steps taken
subse-gueof
bill
and
tariff
pending
In
a
J. C. MAI DllllXil: LIMI1I K CO.
The
mansion.
tive
governor
fiscal legislation, will he fill- 'statement declared the loss to the by the general staff Is given as the
il2 Smith First Street. Phone 402.
reason.
ed by Senator Porter J. McCumber slate of the services of
a
Senator
of North IxiUota, another commitwas irreparable.
tee veteran, by virtue of the senate
Penrose's
mi ii mi iimiiunn
Mr.
JIIII.IP.HWIIIIH HI ..MWIIi.li lWJIllimil.iHtHI!i ULIJI IHiiKi
rule.
iuiniiWL..i.iiiiiiniiii
il.liqll UHiyi.ilU tl)l)IH , ii iii .liiiiln hi
seniority
leaders said, CIVILIAN FLYING IN
death, republican
cause
material
not
would
delay
any
in disposal of the tariff, the adU. S. INCREASED LAST
ministration allied debt funding
Is
YEAR, DATA, REVEALS
and other bills. Mr. McCumber
chairman of the republican "steer(Continued from Page One.)
ing committee" and cornea VP for
next November.
on
the
The republican vacancy
plane carrying thirty machine guns
finance
committee, according to was produced as was the torpedo
party spokesmen, probably will go carrying plane and the navy trl- to Senator Frellnghuysen of New
me geared propeller
Jersey under the seniority rule. plane scout,
Senator Penrose also was a promi- and multiple drive system was testnent member of tho immigration, ed successfully at East Greenwich,
naval and hanking committees.
P. I. It permits the harnessing of
Senator McCumber's position as three motors
to one propeller.
chairman of the pension commit- Perhaps a dozen different types of
tee, It was said, probably would go small sport machines were proto Senator Klkins of West Virginia. duced in this country in 1921.
Senator Penrose's death depriv"The U. 8. navy completed Its
ed him by a few months of that giant dirigible hangar at Lakehurst,
distinction of having his name at- N. J. The navy blimp 7 was
tached to a general tariff revision filled with
helium
Ho has worked for months gas and flown over Washington, D.
bill.
on the ponding tariff measure. His C, to demonstrate its practicability.
constant devotion to it and the tax Lieutenant Ross Kirkpatrlck made
revision law was said by his frlendf) an American endurance flight recto have taxed his wuning strength ord of eighteen hours and six minthe utes at Mitchel Field, L. I. The
He also handled
greatly.
emergency tariff act, together with navy launched a seaplane from Its
committee direction of tho allied first catapult et League, Island navy
debt funding bill. Ho was a pow- yard, Philadelphia, preparatory to
erful factor in the framing of the equipping
surface
craft with
tariff act and leader fighting ann smut planes.
of the opposition to tho UnderAcrlnl Forest Pntrol.
"Forty-on- e
wood law of the last democratic
army Rlrplanes operon the aerial forest pntrol In
administration.
ating
At an early date both senate and tho national forests on the Pacific
house will hold memorial services slope made 390 patrola the last
for Senator Penros and possibly season, discovered HS3 fires and
simultaneously for his late col- daily provided protection to 7,230,-45- 9
square miles of valuable timleague, Senatox Knox of Pennsylber lands. Marine corps planes
vania, who died last October.
used In revenue service
located
sunt
many stills on the eastern coast
coxDorrxt
FAMILY HV HAKDIXG and on one occasion, last September 2. located an entire moonshine
Washington. Jan. 1. President village. The bureau of aeronaucondolhis
was organized by the navy de6cnt
tics
Harding tonight
e
ences to the family of Senator
partment, theroby
in a telegram to T)r. Charles the various divisions of naval aviSeven-passeng- er
Penrose of Philadelphia, ns fol- ation. The first uir hrigadp was
lows:
organised by the army nlr service
"I have been greatly shocked at
field, Virginia, Fliers
and deeply grieved to learn of the patrol the entire Mexican border
sudden death of your distinguished dally. Tho airplane rendered InThe valuable aid in flood, fire and pesPenrose.
Senator
brother,
shock is all the greater since it in tilence, one of the most notable ocPueblo, Colo.,
oiiry a few days ago that he ex- casions being the
pressed the hope that he soon ex-to flood last June.
full
Nooro
his
to
of
energies
give,
Flying Meet.
pected
the solution of pending
public
"Approximately a score of flying
problems. From my long acquaint- meets were held in this country in
ance and my term of public service 1921. Typical of these were the
with him, I came to have a very races, meets and demonstrations on
high regard for his exceptionable Long Island, in Florida. Hartford,
of Conn., Baltimore, rri.trago, Koko-mability and his fine estimate was
Ind., Dalln", Denver, Oakland
public duty. His personal side
one of great delight to all who and Long Beach, Cal., several In
Iowa and Nebraska and one of the
knew him well.
hudson
most Important, the American le"WATIKEN' O. HARDING,"
gion flying meet, at the national
convention in Kansas City. Mo.,
SrLNCFU VKXKOSK ON"
2."
October
WAY TO PHILADKU'in.V

three times

PENROSE'S BODY

DENNY LEONARD,

January 2, 1922.
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Buy Your Hardware in a

It's the everlasting practice of little economies
that make for real prosperity

personal or business.
Here is a little economical hint that can save you
much during the new year.

Buy all your hardware in a hardware store. Not
only can the hardware man give you better prices
stock of
than merchants carrying a Email side-lin- e
hardware, but as He Knows What He Is Buying
When He Buys Hardware just as the grocer know3
groceries he can sell you a guaranteed product.
Then, hardware styles are ever changing for.
greater economy and convenience. Only a hardware man can keep abreast of the new developments and stock the latest designs. Hardware prices
change every day. The newest prices are very apt
to be the best prices. Your hardware merchant's
business is to know of the price changes and allow
you to take advantage of them.

It's always safe to buy your hardware in a
ware store such as Raabe

&

Girl's and Juniors'

Women's and Misses9

Hardware Store- -

SUIT

Garments

In sizes 6 to 17 years. Dresses fashioned of gingham, sijk, cloth and velvet. Coats made of finest
coating materials, plain and fur trimmed styles.
Regular Selling Prices, $5.00 to $35.00
NOW HALF PRICE

About 20 in this lot, all fashioned in the newest fall
Made of the richest materials

and winter styles.
and tailored.

Regular Selling Prices, $20.00 to $110.00
SALE

PRICES

$2.50 to $17.50

$11.00 to $57.50
Women's and Misses'

DRESSES

About 30 dresses in this Half Price Sale. Daytime
dresses and afternoon gowns. The season's newest
models, fashioned of the finest silk and cloth fabrics
Regular Selling Prices, $15.00 to $59.50.
SALE PRICES

$11.00 to $30.00

Women's and Misses'

HALF

COATS

This sale offers a choice from about 50 coats fall and
winter styles. This includes the famous Printzess and
Redfern coats, styles developed in the finest plush

and cloath fabrics, plain or fur trimmed.
Regular Selling Prices, $19.50 to $140.00.
(

SALE

All Furs

PRICES

PRICE

YA

Our entire stock of high class, dependable furs consisting of fur coats, wraps, coatees, capes, scarfs
and muffs.
Regular Selling Prices from $9.00 to $125
NOW

HALF

PRICE

$4.50 to $62.50

$11.00 to $110.00

hard-

Mauger's.
I

RAABE & MAUGER
First and Copper

Phone 74

Our greatest selling event of the season. In this
sale we plan to dispose of all fall and winter garments regardless of profit, cost or market value, in
order to make room for incoming spring merchandise

SPECIAL NOTE
'VSSJV81ISi'9la'V7SrPSJB,YBVptVBVB'Bv

"The Growing Store"

Phone 283

Garments Purchased in This Sale Cannot be
Exchanged or Returned for Credit.
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TEAMS

OF 1922
IN CHICAGO MARKED
BY SCOREOF CRIMES

FIRST

II FIE

So!

GUSH

Centre College and Texas
Aggies Meet at Dallas Today; Kentuckians Have
Advantage.
(By The

Ansorl-.ile-

Clikiigo, 111., Jan. 1. The
first (lay of the now year hero
was marked by n srora of
(Times, including the shooting
to death of one inun, and the
llirft of jewelry vnlued nt $10,-00- 0
from two couples who were
kidnaped by mitomobllo bandits. More, than 150 persons
wi ro nrroKtort loday.
Several holdup victims onmc
to police licadipiartcrs, shivering, to report Iie loss of their
overcoats.

Trpss.)

CHAl

of the

DAY

(l!y The Associated TrrM.)

FI'Fl'ltS

ON,STMKE.

CANADA

ID HE

HEROES TO GET
START ON FARMS
Twenty - Seven Thousand
Soldiers Have Been Settled on Land; $85,000,-00- 0
Government Loan.
(By The Associated I'reB.)

Chicago, Jan. 1. Twenty-sevePallas, Tex., Jan. 1. Statements
St. Louis. Mo., Jan. 1. Chaufsoldiers have
that their toaias were In an Afeurs of two taxi lines went on thousand Canadian
been settled on farms by the Cancondition for the gridiron battle strike here last night when
of
hottvnen
adian government and $85,000,000
here tomorrow between Texas A.
the taxi drivers' union and the taxi have been loaned to these men by
and M. and Centre college of Ken- operators
were broken otr. vine.. their government, according to a
tucky were made tonight by the drivers clnini they object to a sal--- letter sent to tho Horse association
n,intinn nf S?.B(l ner week of America here by John Harnett,
rival coaches.
Coach Dana Bible, of the A. and under a new agreement proposed. chairman of the soldiers' settlement
board o Canada.
M
said ho thought tomorrow's
"Aggregated roughly this means
gamo would give his team a chance REDUCED NEW PRICES
that we have placed a population
to demonstrate the defense it has
of 125,000 people, on these lands,"
ON NEW NASH CARS,
worked so successfully in the
he said.
southwestern conference this seaAT ONCE
"Our settlers have been settled
EFFECTIVE
son. To take out every kink posn

-l

nego-tlfiiini-

s

sible, he said ho would get his men
out early tomorrow for a few gymnastics at the Pallas university
athletic field and would keep
them there until the game begins
at o'clock.
C. n. Mornn, chief Centre coach,
his
declared
Praying Colonels
would go into the game fully refreshed after the trip from Kentucky to the Pacific coast and then
lo Texas.
lie expressed confidence that
Centre would emerge from the
game with another victory, but ho
added that the Kentuckians would
have to fight every foot.
"While I am confident that the
team will maintain its unbeaten
record," he said, "I look for a hard
game. I coached at A. and M. bo
long that I understand better than
any outsider the value of the A.
and M. spirit."
Coach Bible, in his statement,
said:
"I knpw that the visitors will
look for us to play a defensive
game. Rut our games this year
were not won by defensive play.
The A. and M. will adapt its stylo
of play to the conditions that develop."
Coach Bible has endeavored to
his back field to
strengthen
McMillin and Roberts.
match
Front line defense has been successfully met by the Texas team
this season and Bible spent most
of the past week in preparing for
exnected attne'--4 by the Centre
baekfield offense.
In view nf the strong A. and jr.
front lino defenr-.e- ho do"s not expect Centre's nine pound ttdvan-tag- e
to play an important part In
the outcome.

FOLEY'S HAS XrrrF.ll FAII.FT)
January Is a bad month for influenza, la grippe and bronchial
troubles.
It is unwise to neglect
the slightest, cough or cold. Foley's
Honey and Tar gives prompt relief,
gets right at the trouble, covers
raw inflamed surfaces with a healing coating, cleat's the air passages,
eases stuffy breathing and permits
g
sound refreshing,
sleep.' Mm V. A. Gibson, 1547 College Ave., Racine. Wise, writes:
"Foley's has never failed in giving
immediate relief and I am never
without it." Sold everywhere.
health-buildin-

e

Trice reductions are announced
on
by The Nash Motors company The
its new line of automobiles.
prices are effective immediately.
new
They Include all models In the officar line, known
follow
cially as series 691 and they made
closely similar! reductions
new
recently on all moneis in uio
cars.
line of Nash
a.
manu"it is not oiien in.u
facturer presents on entirely new
at lowered
lino of automobiles
prices." said C. W. Nash, "but forright
tunately we aro In a position modnow to do exactly this. Our
els are all new and our prices,
based upon present and anticipated cost of materials together with
volume production, are made pos
therefore are very
"We,
sible.
to tne
glad to pass on the saving
s
is
buyer. Stabilization of busine--return
The
of
today.
the great, need
must be
to normal conditions
brought about as quickly as possible and in an orderly manner."
Following are the new low
touring car,
prices:
qqa
touring
sedan.
car, $1,C40 ;
coupu,
$2,330;
roadster.
$2.ft!10;
sport mod$1,300;
four-cylind-

1

increase In stock and the
value of poultry and dairy products.
"Out of the $.15,000,000, already
expended, $10,000,000 has been re- Of
turned to the public treasury.
due payments, more than S)0 per
cent was paid.
"Thus far. the number of men
who have abandoned their effnrts
represents 7 per cent of cur aggro- In tho cases of
gate settlement.
abandonment, and despite the col
we
have salvaged
in
markets,
lapse
and foreclosed more, than 500 crises
more
representing an investment of finanthan $2,000,000, without any
cial loss."
Mr. Barrett In his letter mentions that the power furnished these
farmers has, in a great majority of
the cases been horses, preferably
niarrs. He says:
"With the shortage of personal
capital, eaqh settler had to bo furnished with such power equipment
as wmild enable replacement with
practically no cash outlay. This
meant supplying as largely as possible to our settlers mares, in hope
that the increase would in time provide not merely the necessary rebut also afford a
placements,
source of revenue.
can
"Feed
be obtained from the
farm itself, end no monetary outlay Is Involved. Power machinery,
we fnlt, would involve for upkeep
and fuel supply, a cash outlay that
few settlers could be reasonably ix- peeled to meet.
"we felt, also that the use or
horse power, rather than meter
would enable cur setrower,
tlers to utilize more of the byproducts of the farm."

partly on free crown lands, r.nd
partly on lands purchased by this
to him. In no
board and
case has a settler been required to
possess more than $500. AV'e have,
therefore, advanced practically the
full purchase price of the lands we
have bought, and in addition have
advanced up to $3,000 for permanent Improvements, such as build
ings, fencing, etc., und stock and
equipment.
"Tho risk is necessarily great,
but has been taken pirgtly as a
venture.
"We have been in operation over
three years, and the national
aro already very great. Some
600,000 acres that were previously
raw and entirely uncultivated, have
been brought under cultivation.
Last year soldier settlers produced
field crops worth easily $15,000,000,
to which must be added the value

j

To keep juicy pies
from soaking the crust
--

I

?

ffl

?
?
?

?

Pan Francisco, Calif.. Jan. 1.
"New liquor" put forty "patients"
In tho emergency
hospitals here
last night and this morning, It was
announced
Many were
today.
picked up from the confetti-coverestreets.
Most of them were
said to be out of danger tonight.
.Six were poisoned by wood alcohol, while synthetic gin bowled
over others, it was said.

el, $1,545.

The reduced prices mean The
Nash Motors company will exhibit
at the coming automobile shows n'it
only new models in both four and
car lines, but that the
prices are lower than has been
possible of attainment at any time
in the past. The new Nash models
are the finest automobiles C. Vf.
N'ash ever built and those familiar
with fine motor cars are agreed
that the new Nash line is the
crowning achievement ot the long
and successful manufacturing career of C. W. Nash.
Outstanding features of the new
Nash cars, both in the six and
lines, are their ate
bodies, new Nash
tractive
easy riding springs and Pelco electrical equipment. In addition there
are many other refinements. There
the fact
stands out prominently
that, taking Into account the many
refinements that have been added
to Nash cars the prices now effective are far below those of the prewar period.

d

BERRY PIE
8

Crisco
gcnrmiis pint berrici
cuphil sugar

2 tabinpoonfuls
1

1

to

i teaspoonful

Line the plate with part of the plain pastry,
let ting it emerge
inch beyond the plate;
roll the rest of the pastry into a thin sheet,
lf
with one tablespoonful of the
spread one-haCrisco and fold the other half of the paste
the
over
Crisco; tpread the other tablespoonful
of Crisco over half of thii paste and fold to
cover the shortening; pat and roll into a long
trip; folJ three times and roll to fit the lower
paste; make a few slits in the center. Turn
the berries and other ingredients into the pastry-line- d
plate, brush the edge with cold water,
set the second piece of the paste in place, pressing
the edcrs close together; set to bake in an oven
hut on the bottom; bake about half an hour,

Plain Crisco
I

For Frying For Shortening'
For Calce Making
--

This book will help you avoid failures In
making pastry

salt

Cold water

Sift flour and salt and cut Crisco into
flour with knife until finely divided.
I ingtr tips may be used to finish blending materials. Add gradually sufficient water to make stiff paste. Water
should be added sparingly and mixed
with knife through dry ingredients.
Form lightly and quickly with hand
into dough; roll out on slightly floured
er
inch thick.
board, about
Use light motion in handling rolling-pi- n,
and roll from center outward.
Sufficient for one small pie.

1RATIV

Complete directions for malting tender, flaky
pie crust every time. Also jcores of exclusive recipes. Send coupon and 10c
in stamps.

Patry

If teaspoonful

cupfuls flour
Crisco

li cupful

hae-terl- n,

air-lin-

tablespoonful flour
salt
Plain Crisco pastry
1

j

About no phnne of the milk industry is tlicr such
mid lack of information o Pasteurization. Pasteurized milk is not burnt milk. It Is not boiled milk. It Is
Xo direct flamo
milk heated hy steam to drive out impurities.
reaches the milk and It Is kept between 1H." and H.1 Fahrenheit, boiling is 212. The lieat of Pasteurization kills the
hence no milk is to he compared with Pusteurlzed milk
In regard to purity.
Xo city In America Is In greater need of pure milk than
That Is an axiom. The plant ot the CoAlbuquerque.
operative Duiry supplies that need. That is a fact to he
verified not only hy official reports, but personal inspection.
The arcuniulntol science mid technical wisdom of the present
duy have united in forming I he machinery that takes the buying of pure milk from the Kealiu of Chance into the Kingdom
of Certainty.

MIM

This modern cooking fat is unlike anything you have
tried. Use it for all your cooking and see how much
it improves everything you make.

Try Crisco in this recipe

to

PASTEURIZATION?

NO. 2

all greasy taste
because it has neither taste nor odor; its delicacy
permits the full flavor of the pie filling to prevail.
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TELL IT

Gamble Co.,
Dept. of Home Eco
nomics, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please send postpaid, "The
Whys of Cookini." I enclose 10c
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Do you use Crisco nowL

THROUGH THE CLASSI FIED COLUMNS

OF THE JOURNAL

ft

STARTING TUESDAY

REGULAR
4

that is

3rd

A SAI

i

fi

One Lot Young

"en's Suits

Cre Lot Ken's Hats

One Lot Men's Overcsats

One Lot Even's Overalls

2.0

$13.75

93c

'

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS THROUGHOUT

OVERCOATS

$50.00, $52.50, $55.00, $57.50 values now

$65.00, $70.00, $75.00 values, now

38.75

$48.75
$55.00, $57.50, $60.00 values now

$42.50, $45.00, $47.50 values now

$83.75
$45.00, $47.50, $50.00, $52.50 values now

$32.50, $35.00, $37.50, $40.00 values now

$32.75

$24.75

$35.00, $37.50, $40.00, $42.50 values now

$24.75
$25.00, $27.50, $30.00 values now

$25.00, $27.50, $30.00, $32.50 values, now

$19.75

$18.75

ALL DEPARTMENTS

SHIRTS

SUITS

531.75

$10.00 Values, now
$8.50 Values, now

$7.50 Values, now
$7.00 Values, now
$6.00 Values, now
$5.00 Values, now
$4.50 Values, now
$4.00 Values, now
$3.50 Values, now

BOY'S SUITS

$7.00 $22.50 Values, now
$5.95 320.G0 Values, now
$5.25 $17.5 Values, now
..$4.90 $15.00 Values, now
.....$4.20 $14.00 Values, now

.....$3.50

Values, now
$3.15 $10.00 Values, now
$12-5- 0

E. L.

..$16.85
.$15.00
$13.10
$11.25

$10.50

..$9.35

.....$7.50

$2.80 $9.50 Values, now
$7.10
$2.45 Big Reductions on Underwear and
This Lot Includes Silks, Fibre Silks and Flannels.
Sweaters
Substantial Reductions on All Other Shirts.

NO ALTERATIONS AT THESE PRICES

s

JLi-a-d-

their wearing apparel. The best merchandise money can buy is yours at rock bottom figures. DOH'T BELAY. ACT TODAY.

THIS IS A CASH RAISING SALE
1

mmd

to save money on

January 3rd, we will offer to the men and boys ef AEkquerque and vicinity an

$13.75

-

IFV?

f

unkfelte opportunity

Beginning Tuesday,

14

JANUARY

WASHBURN COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE CLOTHIERS
ZL

A

tc

-

ASSOCIATION

It prevents

ful vegetable product.

?
9
?

er

er

There are remedies as simple
for every one
of your pastry troubles. Using Crisco for shortening will prevent many of them. Crisco helps to
prevent tough pastry because it is the richest shortening and works into the dough with little handling.
It prevents indigestible pastry because it is a health-

'NEW LIQUOR" PUTS
FORTY

bake them in a glass plate in a hot oven with the
heat coming from below. The glass heats quickly
and bakes the lower crust before the juice can soak
in. Reduce the heat to finish baking the pie.
as-thi-

seven-passeng-

er

Page Three.

LOANS WITHOUT

lnrper class suffering from afflictions traceable to s.rvic who are
receiving not even hospital care.
"There will shortly bo launched
organization a
by the
to bring to the attention of
the bureau the ense of every man
who is not receiving tho benefits to
which he Is entitled under the laws
the bureau Is supposed to carry
out. It will be found that an astounding number of men will fall
are In
in thlH class. Thousands'
actual want. .We shall expect the
bureau to adjudicate each case
If not, the
fairly and promptly.
time will be at hand for a public
examination of the bureau's affairs.
"The lenion can build this fund
Into the greatest sinRle asset foT
service to the veteran that can be
devised. It will assure ns nearly
as is humanly possible that every
dollar paid out under the adjusted
act will be of real
compensate
to the country
and lasting ..tin-fithose who served
bv benefiting
at
the expense of
their country
health and fortune."
ram-paiR-

INTEREST PLAN

OFTpGI
Commander Hanford
Announces the OMac-nid-

er

rganization's Service Pro- gram for the New Year.
(By The Asoolntril

rri-ss.-

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 1. A
fund of several million dollars tn
1)0 lonneil without intprnst uml with
only a man's itoo1 standing Iti tlio
American
LcKinn ns somrity, to
world war veterans who may lip in
need
lKoausp of disabiltemporary
ity, Illness and attendant unemployment or other onuses, Is planned by National Commander Hanford MaeXider, who announced the
Jcfjlon's service program for tho
new year.
Mr, MnoNidor would create this
fund by a pool of adjusted

CUPID RECEIVES
149 K. OS HERE
UUlXlnU OLtAOUll

allotments of veterans
d
Divorce cases composed
who feel they can spare tho use of
of the law Suits filed In the
the money which would eomo to
them under the terms of the fed- district court last year!
Of the 458 civil actions started In
eral adjusted compensation bill,
which the loirion leader nasertp Is tho district court lust year, 149 of
certain of passane by tho present them were filed by either a dissatisfeowfress.
or
announce- fied wife fifty-eig- husband! hours during
Mr. MneNider said
ment of this revolving fund plan theEvery
some
married couple deyear,
V911I1I remove "practically the last cided to
quit. Figuring that one- ventiRP of opposition to the com
third of the year was spent in sleep
pensation measure by providitis a nd that the decision was not made
way by which every dollar paid out during sleep, every thirty-eigy the government, under this act
hours of the year, some
can lo iied to strengthen the eco- waking
husband or wife filed suit for
nomic fabric of the country by the
rehabilitation of needy Individuals
County officials point out that
under these
who are not compensable
seemingly staggering figures
existing laws or who, nwinff to ad- in reality are not Btaggering, as
ministrative delays, have not re- l'.ernalillo county has a fairly large
ceived the benefits to which they population of married folk, and
are entitled."
that the percentage of marriages
"While perhaps not more than which were so unsuccessful during
2 or 3 per cent of thp men who the
year ns to lead their principals
served in the late war will not be into tho divorce rourt, is in reality
able to use in manners which will a very small one.
be of lastintr benefit to themselves,
Of (he 14!) divorce suits filed,
their families and their communihave been granted in ninety-seveties the benefits which would acThere are thirty-on- e
pendcrue to them under the broad and ing trial. For one cause or andiverse terms of the adjusted com- other, eighteen or tne cases have
been dismissed. Three suits were
pensation Mil," continued Mr.
"from this jrroup we mean stricken from the files and one was
to obtain a fund of several million dropped.
dollars to be used for the perpetual
benefit of our Iofs fortunato comrades.
"In every community we have
!
Veterans who are without employhas suffered
ment. The
moro than any other class from
'P." Theater "Danger Valley,'1
tho present Industrial depression.
Tho lesion in doiue all within Its with N'eal Hart as the star, is bemeans
our
but
ing
to
repeated today for the last time;
power
help them,
are limited. The fund we mean to also repeating "Hnooky's Twin
create by donations of adjusted Troubles" and the "Current Events"
allotments by men pictures.
compensation
Lyric Theater "The Man From
and women who can spare 1t will
Lost Klver," the Goldwyn picture
solve the problem of the needy
cast, is being reeran who wants to work but can with an
peated tndny: also repeating the
find no work to do.
"Another class is the sick and Toonerville comedy, "The Skipper's
There are 30,000 men Scheme."
disabled.
Pastime) Theater William RusIn hospital now under government
care for Infirmities caused by mili- sell is again at the Pastime as the
more leading star In "Desert Blossom;"
tary or naval service. Not
of these men are also repeating Gnylord Lloyd In "A
than
drawing tho disability compensa- Zero Hero," and the "Fox News"
tion to which they are entitled. pictures.
Hundreds have been obliged to
Miss Alice Lord of Brooklyn.
leave the hospitals and In their
divine
enfeebled conditions try to work to former national fancy
has been elected cap
support their families for whom the champion,
government has totally neplected tain of tho New York Women's
to provide. There Is another and Swimming association.
ht

Mae-Nide- r.

Theaters Today
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JUGOSLAVIA

GUMP FOR BOYS

FOUR CASUALTIES IN
DENVER CELEBRATION
(By The Amoclntrd Preftn.)

n

t

one-thir-

t
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TAKING CARE OF

AT UTE PARK IS

to 'i'he Journal.)

(Npoclat I

1.
Tho beys
of New Mexico as well as other
states will be invited to attend the
bltf summer camp lor boys to be
held awain this year at L'te park,
about sixty miles south of Ilaion.
The site is again assured inrouRii
the generosity of J. Van llouten,
president of the St. Ivouis, Koeky
.Mountain and Pacific, company,
who controls the land ut that place.
The site is an Ideal one and it will
be hard to find a moro suitable
place for a boys' camp.
Tho committee in charge of the
camp Is planning on several im-to
provements which are expected to
tia completed before tho boys ro al- . i.
..avitinn
refill v assures tho boys of ample

llaton,

X. M.,

REFUGEES

SLAV

BEING PLANNED
Jan.

.

last year's
greatest handicap
camp was the fact that water nun
to be carried about two hundred
yards to the pavilion. It Is planned
to have water piped directly to the
H
pavilion this year, thus making
more pleasunt for tho boys.
It is the plan of the men backing
the camp to make this tho largest
boys' camp in this part oi ui
country. With the excellent equipment at Its disposal and the hearty
support of the people surrounding
Vte park the camp cannot help but
prosper. It is pianneu to Keep
camp open two full months this
is
year, during Juno and July. It to
also possible to allow the girls
use the equipment during August.
Last year the camp was open six
weoks and the success of the camp
last year is a good criterion ror a
moro successful camp this yenr.
The camp is open to any boys
who care to attend. The only requirement is that they must obey
the rules of the camp or be expell
ed. It Is expected that the camp
will be more thoroughly advertised
through the Kooky mountain region than last year: The cost will
be moderate compared to the priviA good hotel Is
leges available.
located within easy walking distance of the camp, thus making It
nossible for parents to visit their
Vte park Is well known
boys.
through the state for Its excellent
fishing and the boys hike to many
the interesting places about the
camp.
of

ioT?orrxs concentrate.

Madrid. Dec. 31. A telegram
from Molilla. reports that tho Moroccans have concentrated a strong
force near Kandussl, whllo another contingent with cannon has
been stationed in tho vicinity of
Dardrius.
HEAD ACHED AND BODY
ACHED
There are various symptoms of
kidney trouble rheumatic pains,
backache, sore muscles, stiff Joints,
and "alwayB tired" feeling. Mrs.
Geo. Mnrean,
E, Fairfield, Vt,
writes: "My bead ached and my
whole body ached so I could not
sleep. Foley Kidney Pills gave me
relief." They heal and strengthen
weak, disordered kidneys and bladder and help them in their work of
filtering the blood and casting out
of the system tho Impurities that
cause pain and disease. Prompt In
action. Sold everywhere.

Forty Thousand Have Been
Received Within Her Borders During Last Two
Years; Expense Heavy.

Jan. 1. New
Denver, Cole,
Year celejirations In Denver, as
summed up tonight by the police
department, Included four persons
suffering , from gunshot wounds
and four from knife wounds. Rios
Secto, 30 years old, was the most
dangerously injured. He was shot
between the eyes and In the back
In a brawl In Larimer street this

evening, The others were injured BRITISH BATTLESHIP
during the day in various sorts of
IS T0WEDJNT0 PORT
fights and disputes.
(B, The Asnoclated Trent.)
TO OPERATE OX MJXLER.
Cherbourg, Jan. 1 (by the Asso
St. Paul. Minn., Jan. 1. ClarThe British battle- ence B. Miller, secretary of tho re- ciated Press.)
Vengeance, which
publican national committee, will Iship
in a storm in the English channel,
bo operated on for appondlottls was
safely towed into this port .toher tomorrow. It was announced day.
The Vengeance had a small crew.
tftnlght. His condition Is said to
be critical.
On Friday night while being towed
by tugs to a shipyard to be disPersia has no old maids.
mantled, she broke away and the
was-adri- ft

'

crew was unable to gain control.
French naval tugs and other craft
spent yesterday trying to find her
in the channel, where sh was in
imminent danger of collision or o
going ashore.

"Fauntleroy home," at New Har
mony, Ind., said to have been thk
birthplace of the first woman'
club in the United States adopting
Is to
a constitution and
be purchased by Indiana club worn,
en to be kept as a permanent me
mortal and clubhouse.

f''PVi!.'

rri.)

By The Asuoclntcd

Temlsvar, Jugoslavia, Jan. 1.
Whllo other nations of Europe are
closing their doors to the indigent
ltussian refugee, hospitable Jugoslavia has received 40,000 of them
within her borders during the last
Most of these have
two years.
come from Odessa, Novorossisk,
Sebastopol and other parts of the
Crimea.
Tho shelter, and support of this
vast legion of fugitives entails
heavy .expense upon the Jugoslav
government. 'The largest item of
of
expense is the maintenance
20.000 men of General Wrangel's
disbanded army.
Ity arrangement with the French
received
Jugoslavia
government,
these men on condition that the ex
bo
would
of
them
keeping
pense
defrayed by tho French government. 1'p to the present, however,
the French have
the Kerbs nsw-rtdefaulted In their agreement, and
the entire cost of the upkeep of
the men falls upon the Jugoslav
government.
Of the 4 0,000 refugees, 20,000
aro men, 1I.0U0 women and 9,000
The majority of them
children.
aro segregated in industrial col
onies- located on the
fertile and
sunny plains of northern .Togo
slavla. In addition to the thou
Hands classed as ordinary refugees,
there aro some 6,000 who were
brought to Serbia to work on railway and building operations.
There It also a group of 3.0 00
of tho former Ituslan volunteer
army who are employed by tho
as frontier
Jugoslav government
guards. Theso men aro rendering
excellent scrviee.
For purposes of administration
tho Uuxsinnn aro divided into thirty-tcolonies, each with its
elected government board and delegates to the Central board. The
commission for Russian refugees
organized by the Jugoslav ministry
ot foreign affairs exercises state
control over tho colonies, but each
autonomous
eTilony has its own
A continuous effort
government.
Is made to maintain tho Russian
national traditions.
Community life Is so complete
among tho refugees that tho collective colonies with their thousands of inhabitants have been
likened to " state within a state."
Perhaps In no other land to
which Russia's scattered
population has fled for succor and shelter
are tho refugees so content and
well off as here. The Serbians
are not prone to fori?et that In
their own day of strife, struggle
and stress, it was those whom
they are helping today that defended them and gained i"or them
their liberation.
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Effective December 24

-

Prices of all Essex Models, including the New.
Coach, are reduced as follows:

Touring:

hree

Coach;

,

Sedan.

1095
1345
1895

(F. O. B. Detroit

mm

Gold Ave. at Fifth St.

Phone 855

.Toe Stecher and Earl Caddoek
will meet once again on January 9
in New York, but there will be no
wrestling
championship at stake
this time.
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LOT NO.

1

One lot of men's all wool
suits. A good assortment of
satterns to choose from. Formerly sold for $25.00.

Anniversary Sale Price
$13.85

NO. 2
One lot of men's all wool
Suits. Values up to $30.00.

Anniversary Sale Price
$19.50

NO.

Anniversary Sale Price
68c

NO. 4
3

Collars,

25c

for 25c

Men's Soft Collars. 23c to
50c values.
2 for 25c

NO.

Anniversary Sale Price
Only 45c
LOT NO.

WE MUST SAY AGAIN, YOU MUST SEE THESE BARGAINS

7

Men's Auto Gloves, all

This Is a Combination Sale, Anniversary and Clearance

lea-

ther, and lined. Values up

to $6.00.

$2.45

Tuesday, January 3d we celebrate our Sevent h Anniversary in the Clothing Business in Albuquerque, and we are going to celebrate it i n a most fitting way, by opening one of the
Greatest Sales ever attempted in the city. This Anniversary Sale combines with out regular
Clearance Sale. In keeping with our polity w e will put everything on sale and at prices that
will sell it. We never carry over goods from one season to the other. The goods in our house
must be sold this week in order to make room for the spring goods which our buyer, who is
now in the east, is purchasing. The Greatest Values Ever Offered in Albuquerque will be on
sale here TUESDAY.

Everything is Reduced 33

1

--

LOT NO.

Men's Fibre Silk and Lisle
Hose. Values up to 75c.

Anniversary Sale Price
3 Pai : .: ,$1.00

.;o.

LOi
Men's

3 Per Cent

8

Four-in-Han-

9
Ties,

d

75c values.

Anniversary Sale Price
38c

v

5

Men's Hats. The latest styles
etc. Choice of any hat in the
house for the

Anniversary Sale'
Only $2.85
This includes our $5.00,
$6.00 and $8.00 values.

I'

Men's and Boys' Caps. A
big assortment of colors and
styles. Values up to $2.00.

All Tailor Made Suits Are Included in This Sale

3

A big assortment of men's
Dress Shirts, nice patterns
and all sizes. Regular $1.25
values.

Men's Linen
values.

his Anniversary Is Your Opp ortunity
Sale Starts Tuesday, January 3

6

114 WEST CENTRAL

PHONE

520

LOT NO.

10

Big assortment of men's all- wool Flannel Shirts. Values
up to $5.00.

Anniversary Sale Price
$1.95
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THE BETTER LIGHTED

Bj

LAURA A. RIIIK.MA.V.

i

YOU SATIsnF.D WITH
VOl'H WOOUWOKli?

AltE

In going into a person's home
for the first time, I .am perhaps
most interested in the woodwork
and the care it hos received. For
woodwork either makes or mars a

room.
We have all been in homes
where the "color scheme" o the
living room was a symphony and
the furniture appropriate and
tasteful but where tho woodwork
spoiled tho effect.
But there is no need for such ft
condition.
'
"1 can't of ford to have my varnished woodwork rubbed down and
a housekeeper told
revarnlshed,"
me the other day. "and yet it is
worn through in spots and absolutely spoils the hall and dining
room."
"Then why don't you apply a
little floor wax to tho parts that
are rubbed down?" I asked her.
For a Utile floor wax will do
wonders In ench a case. It should
be followed by thorough polishing
with a soft cloth, and the entire
surface should then receive an application of the wax. In this way
a uniform lustre is attained, and
the varnish is protected from furf a good
ther wear by the wax.
(trade of floor wax is vised, there
need bo no fear of a sticky result.
There is always some way to
Improve unsightly woodwork. Varnish removers are sold by all hardware merchants and many housekeepers have undertaken the task
of removing the varnish from the
woodwork themselves, and either
or treating with a
revarnishing,
etaln, paint, or an oil and turpentine mixture
in equal parts, to

ELECTRIC

COOKERY

Monday.
New Tear's tea dance at Counwood.
out
of
tho
the
bring
grain
club at 3:30 p. m.
have learned try
Women,
today,
Woman'i club reception, 3 to 6
that they must do their own rem.
decorating if they are to get it p.
done at ail! Few of us can afford
to call in a professional decorator. STRAWS TTERE FOR
which has
Waxed woodwork
been whitened by contact with waWEAR DOWN SOUTH
Its former
to
ter, may be restored
lustre by applying a woolen cloth
heated Blightly in the oven. Polish

"Father gave us the gift ef gifts
a better lighted home," confided
"You remother to a neighbor.
member how formal and uncomfortable our parlor used to be?
Well, while I was away' on a visit,
he
partition knocked out and
into a brightthe parlor made-ove- r
er and moio cheerful livingroom.
"We have several portable lamps
and Ufa's richest hours are now interwoven with their rays. There is
the story hour with the younger
children in a cosy corner lighted
by one lamp, the study hour about
the library table under the rays of
the lovely library lamp. There are
the rich social hours under the
radiance of the new center lighting
fixture and the quiet hours, such as
we are enjoying now with only tne
wall brackets lighted."
"Your portable lamps are certainly lovely," remarked the neighbor
with a "quick Appraising
glance
about the comfortable, home-lik- e
to
so
light
easy
livingroom. "It is
a room prettily with such lamps."
"Yes," agreed mother, "we feel
that we have added to our comfort
and happiness by ft mere mobile
system of lighting, and fimtly lifo
has been greatly enriched."

White
painted woodwork is
beautiful only when kept clean. If
an enamel paint has been used,
there is no risk in washing. Other
paints, however, may streak when
water is applied. Oil paint should
bo capable of being washed with
soap and water, but only in the
following careful way: Apply water
mixed with a mild alkali (such as
soda or a few drops of ammonia!
rather than mixed with soap. Use
a sponge, and rub tho washed spot
at once with a dry cloth before the
water has had a chance to dry
around tho edges.
Gritty materials such as sand
soap and powdered pumieo should
not be applied to painted woodwork except when absolutely necessary to remove bad stains, for
they are apt to take off the paint
as well as tho stain.
If you nro not satisfied with
woodwork
your
experiment on
some inconspicuous part n it until you have hit upon a finish that
you like. For instance, choose a
baseboard behind a desk and rub
it down, try staining one- portion
of it, painting another and so on
until you obtain a good result.
RY rxoisr..
(Something can always be stood in
Straw hats are boldly peering
front of the part where you experimented, if you can't get tho daubs through the frosted windows of
northern shops and beckoning to
off.)
those women who aro going to
spend the next few months In the
sunny south. They ar.' brilliantly
LEAVES SOCIETY
colored nffairg, these new straws
for southern wear. Jockey green,
TO BE VOUNTEER
liberty red, purple,
tiger lily
WORKER
TRISON
orangb and Fr.'nch blue are the
favorite colors. Silks faced with
straw, straws faced with silks, all
straw faced with contrasting colors
and straws embroidered in silks are
some of tho prevailing ideas.
This severely tailored tricorn
shown hero is made of shiny red
rough straw faced with a fine
white straw. It Is a smart hat for
wear with the tailored sports suit
or the sweater outfit. Tho band of
red grosgraln ribbon is the only

1

AH

I

ELECTRICAL

I

An electrical "Tommy iron" has
just been placed on the market for
the use of milliners, manufacturers
and others in work rooms. Dressmakers, housewives and hat makers also find it useful as the iron
can be used to shape folds and give
correct curves to brim coverings,
it is used for shaping ribbons and
bows without the necessity of removing the material. Stencil designs on velvet and other fabrics
may be "mirrored" successfully.

3

one-thir-

well-kno-

ice-bo-

.

IS

NEARINGC0MPLETI0N

Mt. Tnmalpals, a popular amusement resort across the Golden Gate
from Ran Francisco, is to be the
site of a bright beacon over the
high intensity
bay. A
e'ectrlc. searohlicht is to be in
on top of j
on
summit
stalled
the
tho half milo high mountain.
One of the most common causes
nt riiBtititr nf niekel-nlate- d
appli
ances is the handling with moist
Such moisture carries a
hands.
large percentage of salt, with the
result that rust develops very
quickly if the appliance is not
A goon
willed flrv immeniateiy.
coat, of nickel offers considerable
but
it is:
protection ae.iinst rustiner,
A
not an absolute preventative.
ligii't. coat of oil on nickel-plate- d
of
apnlianc.es Is a good preventative

Jan. 1. The
highway bridge at
Locan will be completed during
tho month of January, according to
a recent report of the state highway department. The bridge proper has been completed and it only
remains to finish tho approaches.
The bridge is being built by the
Kansas City Ilridgo Construction
company, contract price $1 13,000.
Tho completion of tho bridge will
mean much to Tucumcarl.
Much wheat grown in Union
county that was formerly marketed at Clayton, it is said, will come
to this place.
Approximately $184,000 for the
betterment of roads has been apportioned to Quay county.
Tucumcarl,

Atlantic-Pacifi-

N. M.,

c

rust.

The hat worn in 4000 B. C. is
stated to be very similar to models
Illinois has 750 women physiworn today.
cians and surgeons.

ATTEfiTIGH

bonds and foreign MUNICIPALS of unquestioned safety and
stability, plus others of speculative value, can afford the Ina reasonably certain profit
vestor a present yield of over
of $2,289 and a total profit, by group investment of over $ 1 S000
'
For information write

5,

(Western

F.

iorrissey

Pre-Invento-

The ever broadening field of application of electricity Is a conclusive indication that it is one of the
most conveniently applied form of
energy for use In the home. It is
used for illuminating,
hentlng,
cooking and supplying power to
various
household appliances.
In fact it occupies so deeply-roote- d
a position in the activities of
the average household that It has
become an indispensable servant
but like many another indispensable, its Use becomes such a matter
of routine that carelessness has s
tendency to creon In. and, as in nil
rases where carelessness Is involved,
accidents nre HKely to happen.
It is Interesting to compare the
number of fatnliMes from electrical
shock, with those from asphyxia-Hognsoline explosion Hid burns
from fires of various kinds.
In
tho citv of Toronto. In 920, there
were thirty-twdeaths from burns,
f orn
twenty-threasphyxiation,
four from gnsoHne-tnnexplosion
and three from electricity.
Theso statistics go to show that
the death rate from electricity Is
comparatively low nnrt that It hns
the advantage of being safer, when
properly used, thnn many of Its
predecessors and competitors for
like service rendered.
motor-drive-

Sale of Ladies' and Misses' Shoes, Pumps

ry

and Oxfords for

n

Includes all our high grade and latest style footwear, in
all sizes and widths from AAA to E.
LOT

1

n.

Representative, Leading

Broken lots of Misses'
Values up to $4.00.
Your choice for...

Kid

and

Gun

Metal

o

e

Includes High Shoes, Pumps, and Oxfords, in brown and
black Kid, high or military heels.
(Trt QQ
Values up to $3.98. Your choice................ tyLittJO

LOT 3

Ladies' Black and Brown Shoes, Pumps, and Oxfords. This
lot includes shoe3 valued up to $8.98.
(?Q QQ

Your choice
LOT 4

brown kid.

......

4
m "

f

Values up to $12.98.

QA QQ

Pit0

Includes Ladies' Shoes, Pumps and Oxfords, in black and
brown kid, high and military heels. Values
up to $16.00. Your choice.

$5.98

P
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220
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regrets.
R

tp00

ATTENTION: The above shoes cannot be purchased
from the manufacturers at above prices.

Washer. The
machine with no

jp

'

LOT 5

.

Ladies' Shoes, in black and brown kid, and calf leathers:
high or military heel. Pumps and Oxfords, in black and
Your choice
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For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.

Don't Forget That Big S ale On

REGULAR

Denver, Colorado

Bldg.

New York

Company)

$6.95 IRONS $5.09

While They Last

Is That

and
Cough Hanging

foot-pump-

tfltinil'iiniii

Is Indispensable In Average
Household; Few Fatalities
Result From Use of Electric Current.

El EGTRIC IRONS

It may seem startling to the bond buyer at first thought, that
an investment of less than $1000 in foreign GOVERNMENT

410 Commonwealth

ENERGY

BIT

BCHD

An Investment of $980 for a Total Profit of $18,000

Ttaas

II

i

round-necke-

BRIDGE

OF

M

as may bo seen here, nre effective
in carrying out tho color scheme
d
when a
sweater and
whlto collar repeat the red and
white of tho hat.
C

r...

true-fittin-

trimming feature.
These severe hats are just the
thing for the youthful faro and,

HIGHWAY

Ji.fr

15

Holiday shoppers in Tondon now
stop in at Baber's, Ltd., a retail
Women now possess full
show store In Oxford street to see
e
how his or her foot appears inside frage rights In twenty-ong
the shoe and if it Is really a
shoe. This
shop
y
has installed an
apparatus
the
of
shadow
which
pictures
by
foot nre made upon plates and the
customer has the satisfaction of
seeing whether or not the shoe
pinches tho foot.
A novel little electric lamp for
the card table has made its appearance in a new lino of lamps
from Paris. Tho lamp has a square
base of translucent glncs each face
of which represents a playing card.
Tho upper part of the lamp also
has four translucent faces adorned
with hearts, diamonds, clubs and
spades. The wearisome question
of every game, "What's trumps?"
by letting
miht thus be eliminated
the illuminntod faces of the lamp
announce the trumps, thus if diamonds are trumps the "diamond"
side of the lamp would face tHe El
Investigate the
players.
Federal Electric

f

ATLANTIC-PACIFI-

NOTES

W W

CONVENIENT KIND

haa

well.

Grilled Sausages With Apples:
Cut tart apples in 4 inch slices,
fry in butter in top pan of electric grill, while the apples are frying, grill the samages in deep pan
underneath heating element. Serve
sausages in center of hot platter
urrounded with the fiied apples.
Eroilcd Steak With Fried liana-nas- :
Heat electric grid for few
minutes. Flace the small steak In
lower grill pan to broil. Jn top
pan melt four tablespoons of butter and fry the bananas which have
been split In lengths. When steak
in done put on hot platter, season
with salt, pepper and butter, place
tho bananas around the steak and
pour some lemon juice over them.
Ham Fried With Sugar: Tluy one
largo or two small slices of ham
nt tho little store around the corner. Rub two tablespoons of brown
sugar and two teaspoons of dry
tni:.a:'il into the ham. Hroil in
lower grill pan until well browned.
Ileheat rolls in ton pan of grill.
Make coffee in electric percolator.
Arlisfii Delight, Strawberry
Cream:
Soak 1 tablespoon granulated gelatine in cold
water, dissolve in 3 cup scalded
s
cream, strain into a bowl and odd
cup powdered sugar and 1 2
teaspoons vanilla. Set bowl in pan
of very cold water, stir constantly until It thickens, then fold in
cups thin cream,
whip from 3
d
.'.t a time. Should
adding
gelatine-mixturbecome too thick,
Mrs. Angela C Kaufman.
melt over hot water and cool again
before adding whip. I.ine a mould
Mrs.
Angela C. Kaufman,
with largo fresh strawberries cut
in Los Angeles, Cal., society,
in halves, fill with the mixture
and chill on tho window sill if has given up her social activities
there is no
(larnish with to become a volunteer welfare
a few fresh berries when served.
worker in the Los Angeles county
jail. She has earned the title o
"The Angel" from the inmates she
REPRODUCING PIANO
has befriended.
RUN BY ELECTICITY
a marriago ceremony in India
IS DOMESTIC LUXURY thoAt bride
stands on a large plate
d
filled with milk and
it
a
Imagine,
you can, hearing
sweetmeats.
freat pianist in one of his matchless piano recitals and then, after SEEK FMENDS IX HOCIt OF
NEED.
going home, having a piano in
your home that will perfectly re"In the hour of need we quickly
or
to
recital
that
our
best
seek
produce
friends," writes Chas.
repeat
the minutest detail. Kvcry phrase, Schridd Ward do Wet, 9o7 73rd
every delicate trill, every pro- Ave., Oakland, Cal., "our little boy
longed note, every sonorous crash, and girl had a severe dry, rasping
precisely ns tho artist played it, in cough without phlegm, a cough
time, phrasing time and tone that chokes and flushes the face of
color. Such a performance is pos- the sufferers like unto convulsions.
sible with an electric reproducing Foley's Honey and T;tr was a wonCases
derful emergency remedy."
pisno.
This piano is operated by a like this give Foley's Honey and
email, noiseless electric motor hid- Tar its reputation as the best remden in the bottom of the instru- edy for coughs and colds. Sold
ment and which can bo easily con- everywhere.
nected with an electric light socket. An interesting feature about
tho small electric motor is that it
can be installed
in any player
CcM
piano, cither a new player piano
or a
player piano.
case
laIn the latter
it eliminates
On?
borious foot pumping and enables
anyone to operate the expression
will be convinced that Dr.
levers, or if desired, tho motor will YOU
New Discovery doe jtnst
ll
play the selection
through,
what it is meant to do soothes cough-rait and shut off the electric
throats, congestion-t- ot niemed
chests, loosens the phlegm pack and
breaks the obstinate cold aod grippe
attack, relieves the congestion in the
BR00MC0RN MARKETING
head. No harmful drugs, therefore
ASSOCIATION
BEING good for children as well as grownups,
Right away you will notice the
FORMED ATTUCUMCARI
change for the better. Bas a coa- -i
vincing, healing tarte that you will
(Special CorrfBpnndeiiee to The Jnnrnn!.!
Buy a bottle at any drng- Tucumcarl, N. M., Jan. 1. Quay appreciate.
ouc.
Valley Broomcorn Marketing as- gists oa los way name
sociation will complete ita organi-latioearly in January, so states
County Agent A. L. Hamilton. Mr.
Hamilton
reports 250 tons of
broomcorn grown in tho valley the
dollars was
past season. Sixty-fiv- e
the price received.
Mr. Hamilton states tests have
Lazy People, Lazy Bowels. Don't
been completed relative to the adneglect constipation.
It miclerznines
visability of wheat growing in the the
health, takes aS vim out of
valley. Owing to the continued Dr. King's Pills will invigorate
tl rout h no planting has been done.- you.
the system, stir op the liver, move the
In preparing breakfast a woman bowels. All druggists, 25c
.lA.kes 44 6 steps: in nrenarincr liinnti
Strips
pbompti
Ihi steps, and in preparing dinner
196 steps unless she lives in a
kitchenette apartment.

ELECTRICITY

HOME IS IDEAL GIFT

Social Safendar

n ome

in me

age-mecmci- iy

Then they go back to the regular price of $6.95.
your HOTPOINT now and save $1.95.

Buy

VCODWORTII'S

re-ro-

n.

Dr.

King's

New Discovery
For Colds and Cozigns
'

won't

D
. r. Kings Pills

RESCRIPTS

We carry a complete line of the famous
Remedies.

fichnlte, II.
Ward's Store,
Union Market,
Vnion Store.

Albuquerque
!

317-32- 1

Co-Operat-

North Second

Dairy Ass'n
Phone 351

Meri-t-

Try a bottle of the famous Meritol White Lini- It is most highl recommended for colds on
tne lungs ana cnest. rnce zoc.
ment.

quantity of HOTPOINT IRONS

that were left on our Christmas Special. They are the
regular Hotpoint Iron that use to sell for $8.25 and was
reduced to $6.95. So at this great sacrifice price you

ol

' We are exclusive agents for Meritol Remedies
in this vicinity.

save $3.25 from the price last year.
8

UY YOUR HOTPOINT NOW
.We also Have a special price on

Bring Us Your Prescriptions
We use only the purest of drugs. $To substitution.
Phone us your orders. Free and prompt delivery. When down town, come in arid use our free
"
'
phones.

The Following Grocers Handle Our
Butter. Please Give Them a Call:
Boyd's Store,
Brondway Central,
Marl Bros.,
Schwa rumnn & With,

tWe still have a small

PHARMACY

the Universal Toaster,

Marcel WavManning & Bowman Toaster, Hold-Heing Iron and the Westinghouse Type D Air Heater. See
our windows for prices and more so come to our salesroom and have them 'demonstrated.
et

ectric Co.

iv ins PUUCH'.TH

DRUG STORE
222 West Centra!.

"At Your Service 55
Phones

197-19-

1

:j

-

HPS

J

agazme

Pasre Five

Phone 98

8

4

Pafire Si'jf.
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10 Guarantee Prosperity
in
1922
Albuquerque
1927
720 Albuquerque Citizens have subscribed $275,000 toward the $350,000 required to build the
new hotel. We must have $75,000 more in order to complete this building fund and grasp the
splendid opportunity for prosperity and progress that is ours to command.
750 Subscriptions of $100.00 each will do it
375 Subscriptions of $200.00 each will do it
150 Subscriptions of $500.00 each will do it
There Are 2,000 Citizens of Albuquerque Amply Able to Subscribe to the Hotel Siosk Who Rave
Hot Even Been Asked to Buy.

WANTED

o 200 Workers at the Chamber of Commerce Tomorrow at
o 9:30 a. m., to see these 2000 citizens and finish this job
loyal workers in the hotel campaign, wlio have never,
quit and who never will quit until the total of $350,000
has been subscribed, stood ready to sign their names to
this advertisement. But when it was sent to the newspapers they were out soliciting subscriptions and we
didn't want to call them in. These men have sacrificed
their own business interests for many days in the interest of Albuquerque. They will continue to do so; but
why force them to further sacrifices, when a quick determined effort will finish the fund?

63

720 citizens of Albuquerque who Have HougHt Hotel stock'
until it hurt, stood ready to sign their names to this adver-

tisement, but they realize that the only name that counts
in the hotel campaign as the sum required grows smaller, and the work of getting it grows harder, is the name
of a new subscriber on the dotted lines.
ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL COMPANY,

SIDNEY M. WEIU

You Believe In Albuaueraue!
jrl
r'

PL
t--4

Back Your Faith!
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THE FMNCE OF

SHOULD BE

KOREANS APPEAL

FAST FIELD PROMISED
FOR FOOTBALL
(Ilv Th

PICES

MOT

S

served

OBEYED,

limn

JUDGE

TO CONFERENCE

GAME

MORE THAN

LOS ANGELES WOMAN
DROWNS IN PACIFIC

200

(Hy The Assoclnlrrt Frees.)

Atsocintrd Press.)

Pnsariena, Calif., Jan. 1. A fast
for tomorrow's
football game between the University of California and Washington
and .ictrerson college ot washing-toPa.
The game wll 'start at 2:15 p. m.
it would be
Officials announced
played regardless of weather

ARE CAUGHT

Hold was promised

FOR

A

HEARING

Omaha, Neb. Jan. l. Clvlllia-Ho- n Settlement of Problem Is a
Indications were that there would
cannot exist without law and
be rain, tomorrow.
law is useless unless actively ef
Prerequisite of Peace in All
the squad men from both
fective, Judge Klmbrough Stone of
were reported in prime
Asia; Right to Self Gov- colleges
Kansas City told the Nebraska
from
no 111 effects
condition,
here.
Bar
association
State
Asserted.
ernment
conditions being reported
weather
1
"The great agency which makes
from the hotels where the squads
law effective In a republic is rewere resting up for the battle
P,
ly The Associated l'rcu.)
(BrTh Assoclatfd Pm.)
everyone.
spect for the law
Washington, Jan. 1. An appeal
t
London, Jan. 1. Viscount La-- f This respect can beby compelled
of
to the arms conference for a hearfiance
cellos, the
not willingly acslim, from ueh as donow
made public tonight by the 17 WORKMEN KILLED
t Princess Mary, Is tall and
cord it. There
exists, in this ing,
Korean commission, carried
the
wtth a blond mustache. He has
re
to
need
enforce
the
country,
names of delegates Bald to have
BY A MINE CAVE-Iif
soldierly bearing: Is alwaysa wel- spect for the law.
of
each
been elected to
good
l's dreBBed; a sportsman and
"Laws are enacted to control ex- the 200 districts represent
?
that
I
of
country.
Consequent-speaker.
(Vy Ths Assnrinttd Tress.)
or apprehended conditions. The
included representa
lv. hla contemplated entry Into the isting
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 1. Seventeen
enforced they con- tives petitioners
in19 regard- - Unless they are
of
of
class
every
Korea,
ot
bodies
were removed
England
family
royal
Saturday
trol nothing. An unenforced law cluding Prince Kwha, second son from
the tailing dump of the San
, ed with popular favor.
is not only a vain thing, it is a of the late emperor, members of the
betrothed
of
Par-ra- l.
the
The courtship
Francisco
near
del
Oro
mine,
thing.
leaders of religious de. couple, according to accounts, has dangerous
Chihuahua, whoro a cave-i- n
"There are recent happenings nobility,
been real love making. They have evincing a diercspect for law and nominations, political organizations, occurred December 28, burying a
commercial bodies. gang of workmen.
News of the
ridden together in Rotten Row, defiance of which urge watch- labor bodies and were
assumed by disaster was
Grave risks
and have walked together through fulness and action.
brought to El Paso
sister each
Yotr
signatory, the Korean mission late today by mining men who arI.nnrtnn streets.
Country house state of Kansas enacted the
declared, because of the severity of rived from Parral. The number of
parties at which the princess has ed Industrial court law. I am not the
used by Japan to. sup- dead is not known here, but it is
visited have Included Lord
now considering the policy of that pressmethods
nationalistic agitation.
among the guests. Hawaa law. It may be very good or very
reported there were no survivors
The petition recounts the annexaof the gang working on the dump
a guest at Sandringham during vie bad. The fact remains, that the tion
of Korea by Japan, asserts the when
the cave-I- n
The
recent stay of the royal family legislature of that state enacted It
occurred.
Korean
of
the
settling
necessity
the
there. He went shooting with
and the highest court of that state problem as a prerequisite of peace San Francisco del Oro is a British
king and the princess accompanied sustained it. As such, It should be
operating one of the larg
asserts the ability and concern,
est silver-lea- d
tho guns. It was here that the obeyed by all within that Btate. in Asiaof and
properties in northKorea to seJf government, 61 n Mexico.
mutual regard established at ear Alexander Howat and his followers, right
It said, have
The
of
Korea,
people
some
lier meetings ripened into
among the miners of Kansas, do never given their assent to annexa-io- n
not find this law to their liking.
and declare that 2 KILLED, 2 INJURED
Lord Lascelles approached the It Is entirely within
their legal the and "recognizewhich we claim as
Icing before proponing to the prin- rlehts to test Its validity In the our government
IN AN AUTO ACCIDENT
own is our provisional governcess, and the royal parents, like courts. But they are openly advo ment now temporarily
established
It
family, talked
any
cating, and practicing, disregard
(Fly The Aasorlnttd Tress.)
over with their daughter. Princess and defiance of it. This action is at Shanghai."
San Diego, Calif., Jan. 1. AnMary soon showed that she was a direct challenge to the will and
drew Milward. employed at the
as much in love as the viscount, power of the state of Kansas to IUKF.RS WILL BCY A PLANT.
factory of the Marmon Automobile
Chicago, Jan. 1. Union bakers company at Cleveland, O., and Wilwhereupon the king gave his con- enforce its laws.
Americans who have been on strike since June liam Brines of Los Angeles, were
sent to Lascelles paying his formal
"All
thoughtful
suit to the princess.
should concern themselves with tho will purchase and operate a bak- killed and Harry Gletcher nnd A.
There ing plant to provide employment M.
The viscount won golden opln problems of Immigration.
both of Los Angeles,
Ions when fighting in France with are classes of immigrants we can for the strikers and offer compe- wereRubenson,
seriously injured
tonight
to
Grenadier
failed
who
confound
to
the
tition
his
without.
well do
regiment,
employers
They
when the automobile in which they
guards. One of his fellow off'cers license and liberty; they are not deal with the strikers, it was an- were riding from Tia Juana to San
to acceot our institutions; nounced at a meeting of the Chi Diego, Jumped the road nt a curve
snys that LaBcelles never lost his
cheerful smile even in the hottest thev often seek to Substitute their cago Federation of Labor today. near Imperial
Beach, ten miles
the
being
only exception
own Ideas and ideals of governfighting;
from this city, The machine crashwhen tobacco ran short. "A bally ment, by fomenting discontent and
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
ed into a clump of treea and was
millionaire and not a cigarette to advocating definnce of and resistJan. 1. A dispatch to broken Into three distinct parts.
London,
to
herd
he
bless myself with,"
grumbled ance to existing law. They
London Times says that In
circum themselves with no desire to min- the
He had successfully
of Rome it Is statsome
vented many attempts made upon gle with the American mass. They ed thatquarters
financial assistance for the 1,100 CHILDREN ARE
his single estate by matchmaking come foreign and remain foreign. Banea Itallana di Pconto is comENTERTAINED BY RUTH
mothers and had come to he re- WJberever you find a soro spot
allies in
bachelor. there they are sure to be. In Kan- ing from the bank's
garded as a confirmed
Ho was not supposed to be a "la sas nnd Wisconsin were some of
(Ry The Associated Ffr.)
Chicago, Jan. 1. Babe Ruth to
dies' man" and his tastes ran more this character of Immigrants.
GAMBLING
LEGALIZED.
AmerIs
to
entertained
1,100 children of
fine
in the direction of sport. He
day
regard
"It is very
with
Vienna, Jan. 1. Legalized gam- St. Marys training school
a hard rider to hounds and has ica as the nwvlum for the oppresstime bling in the Casino In Salzburg has stories of his experience on the
lately established a pack In York- ed of all lands, but It is aboutsolicl-tnrln
been
diet
baseball
diamond. His talk was
voted by the provincial
shire, of which ho is the master we transferred some of our
fnr the onnressed of other in an endeavor to secure funds to the feature of a new year's enter- from whom
Lord Clanricardo,
Lord Lascelles In 1916 inherited lands to the untainted preserva- balance the provlnlclal budget of tainmcnt arranged for the children
Salzburg.
by the Knlghta o Columbus.
nearly 2,fi00,000, was supposed to tion of those Ideals andourInstitutions
own peo
be tho worst dressed man in the which have protected
neeu
we
arm
house of Lords. The rent roll ple from oppression,
from his Irish estates ran Into not hesitate to do so because forf 30.000 a year.
eign owned ship lines may lose
The Lascelles' London residence, some money thereby.
r
May-faiChesterfield House, a famous
But a more dangerous mna oi
mansion fronted with tall col- violation is a subterranean sapumns and facing Hyde park, was ping. The most pronounced existAll Union men and women, your friends nnd families, arc
used as the headquarters of the ing instance of this latter kind is
requested to bo conblstont. Patronize Home Industry. Roost for
the
of
prohibition
violations
league of nations, until the league the
Albuquerque. Demand the Union Label on all commodities you
moved to Its permanent offices at statutes. There can be little doubt
purchase whenever possible. Tho following business Interests of
'
Geneva.
that those statutes are not being
our
elty solicit your support of Organized Labor and are
It is niKn
Harewood House, the Lascelles effectually enforced.
by the Central Labor Union.
no
Is
In
were.
It
thev
reHmo
-'
that
Is
ancestral seat near Leeds,
Gas and Eloorlc Companies
Automobiles,
Garages, Tires
markable for its 76 doors made of sense a question of prohibition or
Tne poucy ui
nnd Accessories.
solid mahogany, which were mads
Albuquerque Gas & Eloctric
or
b
it
good
whether
on the family's estate In Barbados. prohibition
Qulckel's Auto and Supply
Company.
polThat
Involved.
not
is
bad
Nash Electrical Supply Combe
Most of the wealth of the Korl of
Company.
is settled and, in
been
and
White
brlde-has
:
tho
pany.
Garage.
Harewood,
icy
prospective
Si
re
The Cooper Motor Company
Arno Hunlng Electric Comgroom's father, is derived from my judgment, will never be nns
congress
In-At
Morrow Auto Company.
any rate,
i versed.
sugar plantations In the West
pany.
of exedies.
Hardware Dealers.
passed laws for the purpose
Joyce Battery Company.
the
effective
and
-'
& Mauger.
making
Harewood
House
Raabe
a
wonderhas
cuting
M ful collection of
Auctioneer.
A man who violates
Jewelers.
china, valued at amendment.
Gober.
L.
I.
criminal."
a
in
Wiseman's Watch and Clock
$1,000,000 and surpassed In this them
colcountry only by the Windsor
Automobile Tires and
Shop.
lection. The family arms are two
Gottlieb A Peer.
Vnleanlz'ng.
bears supporting a shield with a
Fogg, the Jeweler,
Tire
and Rubber
irighland
; golden cross, with the motto, "In The most economical, cleansing and
Laundries.
Works.
i solo Deo salus"
In
God
Excelsior Soft Water Laundry
(Salvation
'
germicidal of all antiseptics is
Banks.
alone).
The Imperial Laundry Co.
r;itlj:ens National Bank.
Loan nnd Mortgage
First National Rink
6 MAJOR LEAGUE CLUBS
Companies.
State National Bank.
N. M. Loan & Mortgage ComIN TEXAS
TRAIN
WILL
pany.
Building Materials.
j
P. O. Sorenson Company.
Optometrist,
C.
II. Carnes.
(By The Associated Frrs.)
Bakeries.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder
i
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 1. Of the
Photographers.
Erwood Bakery.
to be dissolved in
fifteen major league
teams that
Hanna & Hanna.
Union Bakery.
j have announced
Lumber Companies.
Needed.
training sites for
Water
as
Pioneer
Bakery.
the 1922 season, six will bivouac In
Lumber Cn.
Albuquerque
for
As
medicinal
a
antlseptle
Texas. Four of the six will return
Bottling Works,
Coal Supply A Lumber Co.
to the same camp picked last year. douches in treating catarrh, inflamMineral
Water
The Coyote
t
Real Estate.
mation or ulceration of nose,
Company.
,The list of the Bites follow:
Gober, Short & Gober. '
Coco-Col- a
National Icague.
throat, and that caused by feminine
Bottling Company
Undertakers.
I Club.
1922.
1921. ills It haa no equal.' For ten years
nieyeles and Repairs.
Strong Bros.
New York. San Antonio. San Antonio the Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co.
T.
Johnson.
Crollott.
Fred
Harry
Ft. Louis
Orange
Orange has recommended Paxtlne in their
C. T. French.
Cafes. Cafeterias nnd
Cincinnati . .Mineral Wells. , .Cisco private correspondence) with womShoo Stores.
Restaurants.
en, which proves its superiority.
,
American League.
Chaplin's Shoe Store.
Liberty Cafe. No. 2.
1922.
Club.
121. Women who have been cured say it
C.
May.
Dallas Is "worth its weight In gold." At
Bracy's Cafeteria.
.Cleveland ....'Ruling
Manufacturers' Sale Shot
Detroit ...Hot Wells., San Antonio drugglstB, BOc. large box, or by mail.
Coal Companies.
Store.
Mass.
Toilet
The
Paxton
.Waxahachie
.
Co.,
Boston,
New State Coal Company.
Seguin,
.Chicago
Kahn's Stores.
Aztec Fuel Company.
J. C. Penney Company.
Coal Supply & Lumber ComTailors.
pany.
Meyer & Meyer.
and
Gents'
Monument Works.
Clothing
Furnishings.
G.
E. Fletcher Monument
B. L. Washburn Company.
Works.
Muslo Companies.
Meyer & Meyet
Eubank Bros
New Mexico Phonograph Co
C.
J.
Penney Company.
A. L. Reldling Music Co.
Kahn's Storei.
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co
)
Rosenwald Bros.
Milk Dealers,
A. Michael.
t Albuquerque
4
Dairy Associa
tion.
Drue Stores.
SCHUMANN-HEI- M
Manufacturers.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
Gill Piston Rings.
Butt's Drug Store.
Transfer and Storage!.
Department Stores.
Brown's Transfer and Stor- J. C. Ponney Company.
Kahn's Stores.
Paint and Glass
Rosenwald Bros
Companies.
Collister
Company
Kistler,
A little child, of hardly school age, was
Albuquerque Paint and Glas:
and
Dyers.
almost as Interesting at the Schumann-Hetn- k
Dry Cleaners
Company,
concert the other night as wa the great
Empire Dry Cleaners.
numbing and Dentins
W. S. Meadows.
Madame herself.
Compnntes.
M. J. O'Fallon Supply Co.
Fnrnltnro Stores.
Wliolcsnlo and Retail
H. Livingston Furniture Co.
Gardners.
As each number was started she whispered
Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co.
Blueher'a Gardens, Inc., Oh'
her mother Its full title. She had that someStrong Bros.
Co,
Furniture
s
most
Albuquerque.
of
Gober
enthe grown-upJ. L.
around her
thing
Wall Taper.
vied. A conversant knowledge of great music.
Flour and Feed Mills.
Paint & Glas;
Albuquerque
48th Star Mills.
Company.
,
Florist.
How did she get it? Hard, concentrated
Albuquerque Greenhouse.
tudy would give it to her. But she didn't
Groceries and Provisions
It
that way. Her parents had a better
acquire
The Highland Cash & Carry
way, a way more pleasant, an easier way.
Grocery.
Store.'
Cash Grocery.
Standard
t
The family phonograph did It.
American Grocery and Meal
Market, Old Albuquerque.
Charles Mann, Old AlbuquerPur-No child should be denied the musical eduS As
que,
cation obtainable by the ownership ot a phoA. & P. Meat Market. .
M
J
nograph. And few children are.
A. Michael.
K tire and In- - HAj
A. S. Oann Grocery.
formation
Broadway Central Grocery.
But when you get a phonograph get the
Lathlm'a Cash and Carry.
best the acknowledged best the phonograph
ConvenIn pursuance of the movement which has for Its purpose
Psns.
ient termi which won hlarhest tnne honors at the
the urging ot working people to give their combined support to
exposition over all other maehinelTN
ot payreliable firms that have shown a friendly attitude toward
all
ment can now sold In Albuquerque the SONORA.
the cause of labor there, will- - be found a directory of enterbe arranged
prises that we feel can be endorsed trom a labor standpoint
and are, therefore. Justly entitled to our good will and united
Remember, It costs no more than other
It does not necessarily follow that concerns which
machines.
may not be here represented are unfair: nevertheless those listed in this ad have demonstrated their friendliness In various
ways, and, other things being equal, they are deserving ot your
earnest support and

t
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ALBUQGERQSIE

NET IN CHICACO
Police and Prohibition Agents
Join Forces in Campaign
to Make City Dry at
Opening of Year.
(By The Associated Press.)

Chicago, Jan. 1. More than 200
persons were arrested last night
and today by the police and prohibition agents in their campaign to
make Chicago dry at tho opening
of the new year.
Warnings Issued by Chief of Police Fitzmorris
Charles A.
and
Gregory, federal prohibition agent,
apparently had their offect. The
loop district, scene of revelries In
past years, was almost deserted last
night and searchers for liquor law
violators confined their activities
to the raiding of remote clubs and
watching hotels and restaurants.
Prohibition agents In reports asserted that liquor could be bought
at many places hut few saloons
were raided, although lists were
turned In and It was indicated
action might be taken later.
"It was the driest New Tear's
eve Chicngo has known," Chief of
Police Fitzmorris said.
MOVIE TH EATERS CI ORE.
Algiers, Jan. 1. All motion picture theaters In tho province of
Algiers closed with the coming of
the new year, owing to Imposition
of an additional b per cent tax,
bringing the total levy to 35 per
cent of the gross receipts. Tho
closing affects 4,000 musicians and
2,000 other employes.

i

To

$300,000
BY

FIRES

(By The Ajsorlntrd Press.)

Cannes. Jan. 1 (by the Associated
Winston .Spencer ChurPress.)
chill, colonial secretary, wiis a victim of Premier Lloyd George's desire for seclusion yesterday. When
he attempted to enter the villa
having an appointment with
tho premier,
stopped
gendarmes
him. Five minutes of discussion
ended by Mr. Churchill returning
nnd telephoning Mr. Lloyd George,
who issued instructions that the
secretary could come and go as he
"For five years my husband sufpleased.
Tho premier nnd the American fered with his stomach. The medambassador, Mr. Harvey, exchanged icine he took only gave relief for
new year's greetings at a fete at a while, nothing cured," writea Mrs.
last evening,
hotel Carlton
Sarah Baker, of
DONE the
where both entertained parties.
Mo.
Nottinghill,
a,

How She Cured

Her Husband

DAMAGE
IN
CHICAGO

ly Tho Associate! rrrss.)
Chicago, Jan. 1. Three firemen
were hurt, several families were
made homeless and $300,000 damage was done in the fiiHt two big
fires of the year In Chicago today.
A garage and eighty-fiv- e
automobiles were destroyed and a tenement house adjoining vss burned
today, forcing a score of persons to
flee from tho building. Tho second blaze destroyed the Interior of
a seven-storfactory and office
building.
y

"COUNTER"

IN HELENA

TARIFF CONFERENCE
TO MEET JAN.
(By The Axsneiiited
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"0ur merchant
bought soma of
'31 Cha m b e r a ln's
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Tress.)

Washington, Jan. 1. The southern tariff conference representing
sixty-fou- r
southern Industries, will
meet here January 9 and 10, It was
announced todny, to discuss the association's
attitude toward the
pending tax hill and to urge an Increase in duties on farm products,
especially vegetable oils, poultry,
livestock wool, hides, sugar and
rice.

POUND SALE
SHOT
GAMBLINQJHOUSE
On Tuesdny, the
third day of
Helena, Mont., Jan. 1. Toy Hlng Janunry, 1922. at 10 a. m., in front
Lip, a "counter" in a Chinese gam- of the city hall on North Second
bling house was shot nnd killed
todny by Chung Hay, a Chinese
merchant.
There were between fifteen nnd
twenty Chinese In the place nt the
ost of whom
time of the shooting,
were engaged in a gambling game.
There was $1,929 in money on the
table.

I

street, I will sell one black mule,
about 12 years old, will weigh 900
pounds, 17 handrt high.
Also one buckskin
horse, will
weigh about 700 pounds. 14 hands
10
high, about
years, brand on left
thigh and left hip.
J. R. OALUSHA,
City Marshal.
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I medicines

last fall
and also received
some free trial
samples of Chami berlain's Stomach
Liver Tablets.
1 nnd
us gave us some
of them and I
wanted my hus
band to try them.
He said it would
do no good. His
stomach had been
'

-

.

K;

r

It..

' j

.

-

fV, -

troubling
him
worse than ever.
i ihsi on tf riaay
I told him if he
would not take
tnose tablets I

was going to send
for a doctor, and
"
he said he would
take them. Ey Monday he was
like another nian. The blues were
gone, no moro trouble with his
stomach, and the best part is that
the trouble has not returned.
I
cannot praise Chamberlain's Tablets too high.
"
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EVERYTHING

Extra Specials
Leather Palm
35c Lisle Hose,
all colors

H1en's Unisn
$1.75 values,

Women

IN

THE

HOUSE WILL,

BE

GREATLY

Extra Special

$t:i?

$25.00 values, now

$19.39

$30.00 values, now.
$35.00 values, now.
$40.00 values, now

..$23.39
$26.39

.lv

$45.00 values, now
$50.00 values, now

$38.39

$55.00 values, now.

.. . . . . .$42.39

$2.25 values,

AH

and

$2.50

one-piec-

$4.50 values, now.... $3.69
$6.50 values, now.... $4.89
$9.00 values, now.... $6.89
$10.50 values, now... $7.89
$12.00 values, now.,. .$9.29
$15 Nettletons, now. .$11.69

1

now.... $2.29
now. .$1.79

e,

Boys' Clothing.

lien's Shirts

's Shoes

.V

$3.00 values,

Pants

Mackinaws,

now.... $1.39
now.... $1.59

3

$2.50 values, now...;.. $1.89

25 Per Cent OFF
On

pi

Flannel Pajasms
$2.00 values,

,

.

.... did

$34.39

now.... $1.39

$4.00 Coopers, now. . .$2.89
$4.50 Coopers, now. . .$3.29
$5.50 Coopers, now. . .$4.19

r

Men's White Hand- kerchiefs, good value. .
Men's Black Wool
OOnC
Hose, 50c values

$29.39

$2.25 Coopers, now. . .$1.79
$2.75 Coopers, now. . .$2.19

1

REDUCED

Suits anil Overcoats

23c
19c

Canvas Gloves.

?

Special

Angeles, Calif.. Jan. 1.
Ktnma Knight, JO years old,
of Los Angeles, was drowned in
tho ocean at Venice, a beach resort here, early today and two men
and a woman were arrested as the
outcome of the tragedy ended from
gnyety in voicing welcome to the
new year. It was an automobile
party and the machine was driven
on the Center street pier at Vonlco.
According to police reports, Mrs.
Knight fell under the pier railing
when one of the men of the party
was alleged to have struck at her.
The body was recovered.
Police
are seeking another man.
Mrs.

l.

SHERIFF REA Hit ESTE
Hillsborn. 111., Jan. 1. Sheriff
John Wilson, arrested Saturday
with the
nlKht in connection
131,000 robbery of the Panama,
Illinois, bank, and who was later
released on bond, was rearrested
today on a new warrant and
brought here. He furnished a new
bond.

CHURCHILL IS VICTIM
OF PRIME MINISTER'S
DESIRE FOR SECLUSION

Loa

III

n.

STONE DECLARES

Has a Soldierly Bearing, Is
Alwavs Well Dressed, a
Sportsman, a Good After
Dinner Speaker.

after-dinn-

Page Seven.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'

'January 2, 1922.

$1.50 values, now.
$2.50 values, now

. . . ... ....

$1.79

$3.50 values, now
$4.00 values, now

$2.59

$5.00 values, now

...$3.79

now.

$G.50 values,

$2.89
. . .

... .....

's Sweaters

.$1.09

.$4.89

$5.00 values, now.

..$3.59
$6.50 values, now,. ..$4.89
.

$9.00 values, now;,. . .$6.89
$10.00 values, now... $7.39
$12.00 values,

now.--

.$8.69

.
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New Mexico Phonograph Co.
403 W. Central.

GEORGE GEAKE

Phone 401.

Albuquerque Central Labor Union
These am not all the Business Firms ot Albuquerque
with Labor. Watch the Jonrnal for a full list.

116 West
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$5,000

TO HOLD THE Y. W. C. A. IN ALBUQUERQUE
FOR ANOTHER YEAR AND WHY HOLD IT?
1
The Traveler's Aid helped 20,406 men, women
and children.
2 Service Bureau found jobs for 224 girls, rooms
for 204.
3 Hospitality Secretary visited 410 sick' girls,
gave rides to 304.
The Girls' Work department conducted 12 regu
lar clubs and 4 gym classes.
5 The Cafeteria served 140,460 meals.
6 The Woman's Hotel housed 32 girls permanent
4

ly, 2,700 transiently.

,

The Cafeteria and Hotel supply half th J 0,000 nee'ded
to carry on this work. We ask you y; .ie other $5,000.

How Much Arc Y(W Giving?
MMSK

Phone
153
wmiTiuissiiuMns

.j,,,'
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NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
Published By
.JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHEKSON.
CARL, C. MAG EE,
Secretary.
President
Business Manager
D. A. MACPHEKSON...
CARI, 0. MAGEE
R K PR ES ENTATI V KS
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111
RALPH I MULLIGAN.
matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act of Congress of
March 1". 879.
TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one o month. 85c;
yearly, In adva nee, sj)
"Tl.i.
.Innrnjll has A. hlirlwm
is accorded to any other paper in New!
rating than
American
Mexico. " The
Directory.
Newspaper
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day
in the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS-ThAssociated Press is exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
:he use, for
or
not
otherwise credited In this paper and also
it
the local news published herein.
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Systematic propaganda is being circulated by the
First National crowd that the row between them and
iVia Jnnrnnl im hurting Alhunueroue.
The Journal
Will some kind
knows (hat it is unwholesome.
friend please tell me what we can do about It?
Were we vrong wnen we criticized me deposit of
n.ihiin nmnioi m tim hnnU withnnt interest? if we
were, please tell us so.
"Were we wrong when we opened our columns to a
contribution from a critic of the Tijeras paving contract? We were following, merely, our policy of
Riving people a chance to be heard. It Is a policy
which wo will follow as long as the present management controls the Journal. Yet these things led J.
M. Reynolds, president of the First National and a
member of the city commission to say last spring,
that our editor was "a menace and would be run out
of the state."
Were we wrong when we privately told A. B. McMillan that it would be unconscionable for him to
collect a ten per cent attorney fee amounting to
from R. E. Putney, merely because a 140,000
note was "in the hands of an attorney for collection '
by merely being sent upstairs to Mr. McMilien? The
note had been "called" because Putney objected to
We saved Mr. Putney
losing $6,000 at Holbrook.
J4.000 by the fear of publicity, but we Inter brought
down a series of rabid suits on our own head, for
our trouble.
Were we wrong when we fought to live through
those days in July when every conceivable kind of
a law suit was filed to drive us out of business?
Were we wrong for defending ourselves against
libel suits which were brought by Mr. McMilien and
Mr. r.aynolds to harass and destroy us?
Were we wrong for refusing to bo silent under a
threat by these men of contempt of court proceedings, when acquiescence would hae resulted in the
permanent curtailment of freedom 'of speech in New
Mexico?
When this stage of affairs was reached we were
approached by an Informal committee from the
Chamber of Commerce which tendered Its good offices to bring about peace. We accepted the offered
services, agreeing to do anything consistent with our
This effort failed
dignity and the public welfare.
through no fault of ours.
we naa suits for libel pending. One of the causes
of action was based upon an allegation that J. M.
Raynolds had dealt unfairly in the affairs of the defunct Holbrook State Bank. Mr. Raynolds refused
to dismiss this suit.
Were we wrong when we sat by In silence and permitted, without criticism, the calling of a grand Jury
at Holbrook to delve Into the actual conditions ex- istlng in that defunct bank? Would you have act- ed differently, gentle reader?
The Journal knew of the first of the five indict-- j
against Mr. Raynolds and Mr. Rogers for sev- eral days but said nothing. We opened no attack on
them and intended not to do ao. We planned to
carry nothing more than a modest news story, whenever the matter became publlo property.
One week ago last Friday right, the editor of the
Journal reached the conclusion that the welfare of
,the bank and its depositors, made it wise that these!
'
gentlemen have notice of their Indictment in advance
of their arrest. He requested Mr. D. A. Macpherson.
business manager of the Journal, and a friend of
Raynolds and P.ogers, to carry the word to them
The assault upon Mr. Putney and
confidentially.
Mr. Magee the next day In tha Herald was what
Mr. Magee received for his pains.
The Journal did not reopen this controversy.
It
does not seek a newspaper row now. It desires that
Messrs. Raynolds, Rogers and Cox go to Arizona and
fight the matter out in the courts. In that event we
will carry only legitimate news as It develops. If
they attempt to use political "pull" to stay safely
here while Arizona wants them, we will comment
upon their conduct as occasion arises.
The First National crowd knows nothing but the
"big stick." After their Indictment they promptly
called another note on which Mr. Putney was an
endorser, in order to "get" Putney. They employed
the Evening Herald to "get" Magee. The policy
calls for a bitter campaign of publicity. It has only
begun. The "machine" in New Mexico is to be set
in motion.
Private emissaries are interviewing
everybody who might be Induced to cause trouble.
They are proceeding to prove all that we have asserted about their being "after us."
We realize the seriousness of this fight. Tet we
refuse to surrender. Annihilation la preferable to
cowardice. But we are far from believing that the
public can be misled into withdrawing its support
from the Journal. If the people will stick, a breakice in New Mexico is
ing up of the politics-financimethods will go into
about to occur. Strong-arthe discard and justice and equality of opportunity
in New Mexico, will be restored.
The public should not allow the propaganda about
"the people being tired of tho fight" to weaken their
decision to win now. Germany tried these tactica
by putting agents In France and, at one time, nearly
won the war by making "tired of the fight" the prevailing sentiment In France.
The Journal is ready to stop when its own safety
and the public welfare will permit. The man who
spreads the propaganda of the people being tired,.
is no friend to free government in New Mexico. Lib-erty came because our forefathers never got too
tired to fight regardless of sacrifices or hardships.
I

?"

hl

Jane."

China Is going to be permitted to carry her own
mails. After a while the powers may permit her to
wash her own linen.
The obvious remark when looking at pictures of
the "most dressed woman in England" is "Why, she
isn't."

$4.-00-
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Well, folks, now that
with us, and the rush of Christmas buying and the
period of holiday festivities are over, let's go! We
hava had a week or two of breathing time; everyone has enjoyed a little leisure and relaxation.
Now let's gather all our atrength and. with
the) utmost of our ability, speed on the good time
coming. Let us all make a mighty resolve to pro
duce more, to save more, to do more business and
create mora business than ever before.
Let's do this NOW!
Next year, and the next, and the next will be
prosperous years years of growth and booming
business. But we can advance this good time and
bring it here right now, if we will. Smiling and
prosperity but awaits our call.
Bo tor the sake of ourselves and our country
and the world we must put forth a gigantic effort
nlneteen-twenty-tw-

t
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SUSPENSION OF HOSTILITIES.
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"Where are you going, Uncle
Wigglly?" asked Nurso Jatio one
day, very early in the new year.
She saw the bunny rabbit gentleman getting ready to hop away
from his hollow stump bungalow,
out into the snow storm. "Where
are you going?" asked the musk-ra- t
lady housekeeper.
to
over
Grandfather
"Just
Goosey Gander's," answered Uncle
Wlggily. "Tho snow la getting so
deep that my old goose friend can't
very easily get out. He will be
lonesome, so I'm going over to
cheer him up by twinkling my pink
nose at him."
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Nurso Jane.
"That's very kind of you, but be
careful that tho kiiow doesn't get
so deep you can t hop home yourself. R is a heavy storm."
"Yes, tho snow flakes are coming down thick and fast," agreed
Uncle Wiggily. "But 1 havo very
600d legs for hopping, and I think
1 can jump through tho big drifts.
I'll be home for supper, Nurso

Girls should not get married until they have
,i ..
v .. I
111
j .i"VB HUB CAJJtri lento tM
uuinicm mw,
is th.
dictum of a University of California professor.
"This," he asserts, "makes them better wives,
He may
and better mothers."
h
be right, hut that ho is only partly right will be the
common Judgment. The startling increase of divorce
in the years since women began to crowd men in
gainful occupations creates a doubt that office, store
or factory employment la a factor favorable to quall- ..(.. wila "fn ahina 1n thalr natural snhem." It
is granted that the women hava unqualifiedly demonstrated their ability to cope with the sterner sex
by stepping Into the peace pursuits of tha men who
went to war. And we have traveled far alnca the
time when we regarded complacently the "exiling
of women to the drudgery of housework aa their
Proper sphere in life.
U
W. after
ma,kf no
and will
professor thinks. The girls are
be there In increasing numbers. Most of them will
marry and most of them will be good wiv. Probably their years of earning will exert but little
Influence on their futures if they get patient husbands who will put up with them while they are
learning housewifery and motherhood.
,

fleet-foote.,:

Crabbscraxvlings

J
j

The lightning bug is a brilliant thing.
But that insect is so blind!
it goes on stumbling thru the world
With Us tail light on behind."
O

O

O

lo"Hark, the Herald Angels Sing." when applied
cally, should be changed to "Hark, the Herald
atigel sobs."
The taxpayer have reason to know that Washof the United States.
ington is the
Ford makes flivver of reduction in coal rates
Headline.
else why
them of everything
After mnkine
shouldn't he?
cop-it-a- ll

OOO
OOO

Tmjr

I

'

OOO

"What is mother so upset about?"
Father is refusing to pay twelve dollars for that
humidor she gave him for Christmas."

OOO

THVTS WHAT HI RE GOLDBERG SAID.
may change, prunes
Sir: No matter how the world PEG-TOwill never lose their wrinkles.
O

O

O

PROVING THAT IT ALL DEPENDS.
I learned in the Journalistic class
That if a canine bites a man.
The news cd. will not turn a hair,
And he'll ditch it if he can.

Irre-men-

tone

eve

OOO

We are deeply indebted to the friend wiio anonymouRly sent us a can of crab meat tor cnnsimas.
When Crabb meets crab, he has a salad.
O

O

O

HURRAH!
"The way to get rid of rum in this country is to
drink it." A Congressman.,
San Miguel woman is shot through window.
Journal Headline.
And probably wounded in the sitting room.

OOO

OOO
The reformer are at least taking away from us

one excuse for failure.

OOO
OWN BOOK

REVIEW.
OUR
COOK BOOK Indispensible to young wives and
could be referred to with profit by some of the old
ones.
BIBLE Widely spoken of as a very good book,
but less widely read. Made famous by the Society
of Gideons.
MERCHANT OF VENICE By Wm. Shakespeare.
An interesting story by a little read author, who,
however, Bhows promtse.
CHECK BOOK A handy little volume. Every
home should have one.

OOO
TEAR'S EVEAN'

LONESOME.
(An Pome.)
The hour hand pointed to nine P. M.,
And the minute hand did as well.
Jerked out his quid
When the
And threw it clean to hell.
NEW

It was New Tear's Eve in the highlands,
And the man was ill at ease;
He was chasing the cure, and he couldn't endure
To be overlooked, if you please.

But the doctor's orders were orders,
And the nurse with an eagle eye.
Was milling about all ready to rout
Any plans to go
bye-by- e.

The sick man crawled in his ice cold bed
As he cursed at an unkind fate,
That tucked him in when he should begin
To think about staying out late.
But soon his breathing was heavy,
And his troubles, pro tern, were o'er.
And a swell moonbeam, kept time, it seemed.
To his gentle rythmical snore.
The hour crept round to a quarter of
And the sick man stirred himself,
For he fain would hear the New Tear cheer.
Even tho he was on the shelf.

he cocked one ear to the westward.
As he watched the time drag by.
In a hope forlorn when the year was born,
That some noises would be nigh.
So

(Tremolo and wHh gestures.)
The clock struck the hour of midnight
He'd heard that clock before!
When an engine shrill, 'way down the hill,
Went
There was nothing more.

OOO

A local gentleman of scholarly attainments who
has a mind, knows it and speaks it unafraid, says
that only fools write poetry, and that only idiots

read It.

That being the case, we will acmlt the idiocy, but
no one can accuse us of being a fool, and prove it on
that charge.
It begins to look as if the state dlmmycrats will
at least have something to harp about during the
campaign next lan.
What's the old saying? A change of pasture e
good for the cowT
without in any way calling our glorious state a
bovine creature, we can still say that it seems to
have been pretty well milked.
We got a laff out of the picture of "an Albuquerque" on the first page of the last number ot the
Well Country Journal, and it is
Respectfully referred to Mr. Kosllngton.

OOO

OOO

OOO

.j.

T. B. C.

JJ

Book Corner About Writers and New Volumes
--

MIDDLE WEST
SJicrwootl Anderson's I'cni'Lratinj!
Short Stories.

But reverse the thinj and find a man
Who bites a poor kioodle
The news ed. thinks that that's great stuff,
And fair goes off his noodle!
ii n n
TO FEATURE NEW YEAU
diving EXHIBITION
PROGRAM AT V. M. C. A.
The
about thee.
look
"Oh, Jerusalem,

duZ!n

B. Garla

UNCLE WIGGII.Y IN THE SNOW

BUSINESS GIRL8 AS WIVES.

1

"BENNY'S

Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

his faults, but he never was accused of committing
that kind of a political blunder.

,;J8JEdStwrJfork

-

For Little Ones
By Howard

J.

"1

LITTLE

BedtimsStorieb

A new postmaster in Kansas found a mail pouch
that had been thrown to one side 14 years ago and
from it delivered love letters written to each other
by men and women in the town who have been married almost that long. Mr. Burleson may have "'ad

Editor-in-i.'hi-

mo

COMING TO HIS SENSES.

Thla nation is
now for progress and prosperity.
too great, too solid, too potent, to remain for
another day near the doldrums which hover above
and about It.

Albuquerque ItloRNiKG Journal

2, 1922.
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Thr The Triupiph ot the Esrg, bv Sher(Heubseli).

wood Andersen.

Ever since it was revealed that
there were people in the. middle
west who

actually

h;id

a senti-

mental regard for tho smells of a
farmyard by moonlight, there lias
been a rush of gold seekers into
this greatest American
desert.
With tho artistic fidelity or picture
post cards every inanity of

existence lias been record
ed and controverted.
Over it a'l
has come the insistent voice of
in
Sherwood
"Tho
Anderson
Triumph of the Eg(f," chanting his
tales about souls.
Anderson lias no interest in the
surface qualities cither of his characters or of his tales, lie is concerned with realizing these common complicated people as definitely as he dares. At times he is
painfully aware that he is a primitive and for fear of saying things
too well affects a naive point ot
view and method of constructing
his tales.
But how effectivo Anderson can
be when natural is appreciable in
the tale called "The New England-c.r,- "
Elsie Leander,
A
newly come to Iowa, is striving to
from
the cramping
release herself
effects of her New England life.
She stands in autumn beside a
field of corn and for the first time
Is overwhelmed by the urge for a
lover.
"The corn rows were mysterious
ly beautiful. They were warm pass
ageways leading out into life. She
got down from the steps and walking to the wire fence that separated
her from the field, put her hand
between the wires and took hold of
one of the corn stalks. For some
reason after Bhe had touched the
strong young stalk and held it for
a moment firmly In her hand she
grew afraid. Her body trembled."
At times wnen ne Unas ntmseii
too far along the way of lives the
writer purposely lets his hand
shake and blurs the line. One
feels that he is himself the old
man in "Seeds." of whom he says:
"The whole story of mankind's
loneliness of the effort to reach out
to unattainable beauty tried to get
Itself said from the Hps of a mum
bling old man . ."
Again in the same tale, one of
the best In the book, one of the
characters is made to exclaim:
"The lives of people are like young
trees in a forest. They are being
choked by climbing vines. Tho
vines are the old thoughts and be
liefs planted by dead men."
"The Triumph of tha Egg" Is
probably the best of the many re
cent books about the mid Ho west
because Anderson Is trying to strip
the choking vines from the people
he studies and discover them as
they really are. He Is not trying to
make a book of literary curiosities,
nor a book of travels among
strange people for big cities. He
has the power to do great things.
W. M. S.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
. The following late volumes have
een received from the publishers
or review in the Journal Book Corner:
Galusha the Magnificent. By
Joseph C. Lincoln. (Appleton).
Wings of Time. By Elizabeth N.
Hepburn. (Frederick A. Stokes).
Woodrow Wilson. By Joseph
Tumulty. (Doubleday, Page & Co,)
The Big Town. By Ring W.
Lardner. (Bobbs Merrill).
Alice Duer
By
Manslaughter.
Miller. (Dodd Mead & Co.)
Mora Trivia. By Logan Pearsall
Smith. (Harcourt, Brace & Co.)
The Willing Horse. By Jan Hay
Beith. (Houghton Mifflin).

ENDS

BOOK

John Macy, writing In the New
York
Post., declares
Evening
"When watching a football game
the most
of us can
yell like idiots. Speaking ot football games at the
game last Saturday, a young
person shaded her eyes with a
copy of John Dos Pnssoa "Three
Soldiers" (Doran).
This Is a new
role for "Three Soldiers." No one
lias yet accused the book of keeping out the light.
solemn-minde-

d

Cornell-Columb-

' The Drama of the Forests"
is
the title of Arthur Heming's book
ot the Canadian North Woods
which Doubleday, Pago & Co. have
just , published. Mr. Hcming Is
botrf author and artist. Many ot
his pictures hang in great Canadian galleries and his illustrations
have appeared in the leading
magazines of both this country and
The fourteen oil paintEurope.
ings from which the color illustrations for this book are made,
hang In the Royal Ontario

It his memoirs entitled "Fifty
Tears a Journalist" Melville Stone
tells many of the whimsical pranks
ot Eugene Field, the beloved poet
and incurable Jokpr who was then
writing his column of "Sharps and
Flats" for the Chicago Daily News,
the paper which Mr. Stone founded and edited before he became
head of the Associated Press. It
was the custom of the owners to
give each married employe a turkey on Thanksgiving day, but Field
suggested In a formal letter that
he preferred a suit of clothes. Mr.
Stone secured a suit of convict
stripes from his friend the warden
of the penitentiary and presented
it to Field. The gift surprised and
delighted him beyond measure and
suggested many of his most amusing pranks.

.40

WELTj COUNTRY CAMP.
Albuquerque, X. M.

Mrs. Rollln W. Wilson, of Los
Angeles, is spending the week in
camp visiting her sister, Miss Vernal Stone.
John Maltzan and J. C. Bonham
spent the Christmas holidays in
camp.
The new cottages are almost
When we move into
complete.
them we will be able to tear out a
partition doubling the capacity of
the dining room.
Many of our Mexican neighbors
received stockings from the camp
Christmas tree and cups of hot cof.
fee on Christmas morning.
Joe Oolub is rapidly convalescing.
The camp expects to entertain a
number of Xriends at New Tear's
dinner.
John Green and John Kostan
moved Into Albuquerque Saturday.
They are making preparations for
starting up in business.
Visitors at camp for tha week
were: Mr. W. D. Haley, Mrs. Haley, Mr. Mitchell, and Mr. Atherton,
of Kentucky; Dr. Evelyn Frlsble;
Miss Marv I Carroll, Miss Ruth E.
Phillips, Ruth H1H, Annie B. Smith.
R. E. Phillips, L. D. Caldwell and
Wayne
wif, D. W. McKennon,'
Percy Glasebrook-- , and Mr.
and Mrs. Avery A. Gibson, Mrs.
Grace Brlstow, Misses Margaret and
:.
Bessie Johansen. -

i

MANSLAUGHTER
'

Owen Johnson has taken a house
in Bermuda for the winter, where
lie will be a next door neighbor, ot
.Mrs. Hodgson Burnett. While there
Mr. Johnson will complete
the
writing of a new book which is
what he himself calls "a logical
from "The Wasted
projection"
Generation."
This new book, we
are told will deal with the vital
progressive force of the new postwar generation.

)

"And while you are at Grandpa
Goosey's you might bring home my
pie tins," said tha muskrat lady.
"Your pio tins!" exclaimed Uncle
"What do
Wiggily in surprise,
you mean '!"
this
way." explained
"Why, it's
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "I sent two
pies one pumpkin and the other
Goosey
apple over to Grandpa
the other day. They were in tlu
same tins I baked the pies on In
the oven and I told Grandpa
Goosey when he had eaten the pie..!
to send the empty tins back by
you."
"Oh, I'll bring them all right,"
promised Uncle Wiggily, as he
hopped off through tho snow to
where the old goose gentleman, or
gander, lived.
"My! But I'm glad to see you!"
quacked
Grandpa Goosey when
Uncle Wigglly reached the house.
"I was getting so lonesome In this
storm. Come in and twinkle your
pink nose for me."
"I will," laughed the bunny
"And when I go don't
gentleman.
forget to give me back Nurse
Jane's pie tins."
"I'll give them to you," quacked
Grandpa Goosey. "I'll put them
by the front door, where you'll
see them as you go out."
The flat pie tins were placed on
a chair, and then Uncle Wiggily
twinkled his pink nose for Grandthe gander
pa Goosey, making
laugh. The two friends had a Jolly
hour together, and when it was
time for the bunny to start back
to his hollow stump bungalow the
snow was coming down harder
than ever.
"Maybe you'd better stay with
me all night," quacked tho goose
gentleman.
"I'd like to but Nurse Jane will
be worried it I don't get back with

stone Walls Do

Make."

ManstaiiKhtor.

by

N'ot a Prison

Alles Duer Miller.

(Iedd, Mead and Company).
One hardly expects a sociological
novel from the author of "Tho
Charm School," but in "Manslaughter," Alice Duer Miller has achieved
it. Best of all, she has done it r.'ell,
Handling with a sure hand the deli
cacies of court procedure and the
avenues of entrance to philanthro
pic worn.
There is a love storv. of course.
to satisfy the "average reader." hut
Mrs. .Miller was nrobablv
ills.
gusted with it as her "averaee
reader" will be. Tha novelist
eaves the impression
that sh
knows far more about criminal law
and penltcntlarv rules thnn
h
does about a woman's heart. (Or
is ii uie reviewer that knows less?)
g
Anyhow. Lydla Thorne is a
Kirl, rich, cultured, socially
able, she will have her way, no
matter whether she is alone in tho
minority or whether she is leading
the majority. She feels that the
law is for the regulation of the
poor and that the rich should some- now ne outside its reach.
This theory she boasts to the new
district attorney. Quietly, she tells
her friends how she can swerve
traffic officers from the path of
duty. Then one
racing her
car on a slippery day,
road, she deliberately chooses the lane of reckless
adventure and' becomes responsible
for the death of a traffic officer.
Punishment follows, chiefly because of the insistence of
the new
district attorney that full Justice
he done the rich. He is more thnn
normally careful to see Justice done.
mis tove rnr Lydla leads him to
hesitate before trial, but once in
the court room, he does an Injustice
in order that the law may
play no
'
favorites.
Within stone walls, a new character Is born In Lydla. She learns the
blessing of work end feels the Impulse to he charitable.1 She returns
with a kind heart and a soft voice,
entering at once upon a service of
love for thnsp In trouble.
And rlht there the storv mlsht
profitably end. But the demand
for a mating of the two
char'
ncters of the book needs great
to be satisfied end the novelist does It. while
the reader Insists when the last
nnge Is finished, "I don't care If the
book does say so; she didn't love
him that way; she wouldn't marry
him."
With all, the book la amazingly
Interestlna-- . even when the render
fights against the end that seems
to he In store. The novelist has
moulded her characters well and
has told her storv with a careful ex
actness and with a stvle n rtef:
that one scarcely realizes its pres
n. P. A.
ence,

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Henry
t;. jenxins, Deceased.
To Alice W. Jenkins. Albuquerque,
New Mexico: Lizzie M. Hagan.
Albuquerque, New Mexico: and
To All to Whom It May Concern,
Greetings:
Tou are hpreby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Henry E. Jenkins, deceased late of
the County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
read In the Probate Court of the
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the 22nd day of December, 1921, and the day of the prov
ing of said alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
Thursday, the 26th dny of January,
A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this Court this 22nd day of
December, A. P. 1921.
. FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.

mi si..
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Pop was looking nt. tho spoarting
pago and nia was looking at the
s
Joaks ami I was sipposed to be
niy lessins, and ma. sed, Benny,
po on with your lcssius lusted ot
sitting there d rooming like a Bla- tuc with its lied in tho clouds.
I was jei thinking, I sed.
I know you were, sed ma, and
pop sed, Now mother, let the bov
think once In a wile, lmw can. we
tell wat flito ot fancy or wnt ambition wo are interrupting wen wo
tell him to stop thinking. After all,
its lhawt that rules the world.
Not his tbawls, sed nin, and pop
sed, Well, they may some (lay, who
can tell.
I can toll, thnt. boy will never
have a tliawt higher than his stum-mics.
sed ma, and pop sed,
the hoy is a Polls and he's
going to havo the brano of a Potts.
Nuthitig forms tho enactor lik
thinking, and its ,i crime to Interrupt a chihls tha wis. How do we,
know wat he was thinking about
Jest then'.' Bonny, wat were you
thinking about ?
I was thinking of a good New
Tcer resolution, 1 sed.
There, you see, he was forming
his little caracter and you were
preventing him. sed pop. And wat
New Yecr resolution was it that
put your hod up in the clouds, as
your mother ix pressed it? he sed.
I resolved not to cat quito so
mutch suppir after this no Id have
more room for dizzert, I sed,
Hee hee hoe, sed ma laffing.
Do your lessins, sed pop.
Wieh I did.
do-in-

k,

Non-scnt-

CUT

THIS OUT

IT IS WORTIT

.MUXES.

Cut out this slip, enclose with Kn
and mail It to Foley & Co., 2S35
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, III., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honev
and Tar Compound
for coughs,
coias and croup;
Foley Kidney
Pills for pains In sides and back:
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailments; and Foley
Tablets, a wholesome txixA
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
headbiliousness,
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. ' Sold,
everywhere.

LEGAL NOTICE
EXECUTORS NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo)
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of J. H.
Bower, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 22nd day
of December, 1921, duly appointed
Executor of tho estate of J. H.
Rower, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo
County, and
having qualified as such Executor,
all persons having claims against
the estate of said decedent are
hereby notified and required to
present tho same to the undersigned in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.
J. MARTIN HAYDEN,
Executor.
Dated December 23rd. 1921.
NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Abel
Padllla, Deceased,
To Pilar Rubi de Padllla. Albuquerque, New Mexico; Josefita
P. de Lohato, Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Terecita P. de Lobato,
Albuquerque, New Mexico:
P. do Saavedra Manuelita
Padllla, Albuquerque, N. M., and
to All Others Whom It May Concern:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Abel Padilla. deceased, late of the
County of Bernalillo and State of
New Mexico, was produced
and
road in the Prohate Court of tho
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the Sth day of December, 1921. and the day of the proving of said alleged Last Will and
Testpment was thereupon fixed for
Thursday the 12th dav of January,
A. D. 1 922, nt 10 o'clock in the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 9th day of
December, A. P. 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Peal)
County Clerk.
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of tho Estate of
Chavez. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that
Frank B, Chavez. Administrator of
the estate of Prosiliann Chavez, de-- j
ceased, has filed In 1ho Probate!
'
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Ha

t.a.rtei off agaijv

her pio tins. Uncle Wiggily said.
I'll be all right.','
But it was harder work than he
thought Jumping home through
the snow. The drifts were deep
and the snow blew In the bunny's

Onco or twice he dropped
the pie tins and they fell Into tho
snow. It was not easy to fish
them out.
"Oh, dear!" sighed Uncle Wig
glly, when he had picked tho pU
tins up for about the fifth time
"I've a good notion to let them go,
and get Nurse Jane new ones. But,
no, she wouldn't like that. I'll take
them along."
Ha tucked the pie tins under his
paws again and once more hopped
off through the snow. But at last
the drifts became so deep that the
bunny gentleman could scarcely
move. And just then tho bad old
Fuzzy Fox Jumped out from
a bush and raced after Uncle
Wigglly.
"Oh, this is the time I get you."
barked the fox. "You can't hop
fast now on account of the snow."
"Oh, but I must hop f5st!"
thought Uncle Wigglly. Away he
leaped, but though he went very
fast his paws, being thin and
sharp, sank deep into the soft
snow. The paws of the fox. be
ing broader, did not sink In the
drifts so deeply, and the bad creature came closer and closer to
Uncle Wiggily.
"Oh, It I only had something to
put on my feet so they wouldn't
sink down in the soft snow I could-rufaster!" cried Uncle Wiggily.
"If I only had snow shoes such as
the Indians used to wear! Oh, for a
pair ot snow shoes!" Then he
happened to think.
"Ha! I know! The pie tins! They
are broad and flat like snow shoes.
I'll fasten the pie tins on my paw;j
and then I can run away from the
Fuzzy Fox."
No sooner said than done. Willi
some string, which he had in his
pocket. Uncle Wigglly tied the pie
tins on his hind paws. Then ho
started off again, and this time hK
paws didn't sink into the soft
snow. The bunny could run faster than the fox, who had no pic
tin snow shoes.
Soon
Uncle
Wigglly reached
home to his hollow stump bungalow, locking the door so the fox
couldn't get in.
"My, hut you're In a rush!" said
Nurse Jane.
"Yes, I thought perhaps you
were in a hurry for your pio tins,
so I Rnowshoed home on them!"
laughed tho bunny, as he took the
tins off his paws. And then the
muskrat lady laughed when she
heard how Mr. Longears had fooled th fox.
eyes.

d

The Book Emporium of
the Southwest

furnish any kind of a Book
through the trade,
that we- - do not have in stock,
at publisher's price.
We

obtainable

Strong's Book Store

M

Tre.-silla-

t

his final report ns such
Administrator and tho court has
appointed Thursday, the 2fith day
of January, 1922, as the day for
hearing objections, if nnv there be,
to the approval of said final report
and the discharge of said
Mexico,

Witness mv hand and '.he seal of
said Probate Court this 30th day of
December, 1921.
(Senl
FRED CROLLOTT.
01erknf SnldPrnbato Court.
A DM IN 1ST RATOR'S NOTICE.
In the probato Court ot Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
James M. 'Afattingly, Deceased.
Notice l.s hereby given that tho
undersigned was, on tho 29th day
of December. 1921, duly appointed
Administrator nf tho estate of
James M. Mattingly, deceased, by
the Probate Court, of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified as
such Administrator, all persons
having clams against tho estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present tho same
to the undersigned In the manner
and within tho timo prescribed by
law.
'
STATE TRUST AND SAV'
INGS BANK.

I

Administrator.

Dated December 30. 1921.
NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Christina Kent. Deceased.
To Margnret E. Medler. Albuquerque, New Mexico, and To All
others Whom It May Concern,
Greetings:
You are hereby notified thnt the
alleged Last Will nnd Testament of
Christina Kent, deceawd, late of'
the County of Bernalillo and Slate
of New Mexico, was produced and
read In the Probata Court of the
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the 29th dny of December, 1921, and the dny of the proving of sal alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
Thursday, the 2nd dav of February.
A. D. 1 922, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 30th dny of
December ' A. D. 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
i.
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907-Y- V

120 S.

FO!ft SALE
while stucco bungalow,
hardwood
flours, built-i- n
features,
Fourrh ward, new.
11,000 Double cottage, three roomi, bath,
glassed porch on each aide, completely
furnished, renta for JS0 per month;
Bast Central.
$6.000
cement block bungalow,
motlern, fireplace, built-i- n
bookcase,
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.
$1.00(1

A. FLEISCBIEl,
Insurance

Phone

Fourth.

4X4.

Rmltw

"SOME BARGAINS"

In

framo

$1,100
$1,250
adobe, larpe lot... $1,500
4th
ward.
$3, 500
modern,
&
Mcdonald worsham,

frame

LEAVING THE CITY.
Real Estate Insurance.
Owner will sell
house,
108 S. Third.
modern except heat. Well fur- Phono DflO-nished. Located close In, In highAUTOMOBILES
lands. This is a snap. The price to
wove it Ht once is only $3,230. vfi'LC"pay cash for usod Folds. 1U

R0LLIN

E,

GUTHRIDGE

Phone 1023

FUR
FOll

314 W. Gold

SALE
SALE

2409-11-

MILK. BES1 IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Cement btoeics, cheap. 628
smith wniter. phone 231
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
6,"c per month.
Phone 1949-FOR SALE Good brown coat and brown
drees, size S6. price $15. Phone 1912-FOR SALE Edison machine and forty-fiv- e
Phone
records; good as new.
2404-J-

v.

I?

i

s

Buick touring
condition. Bond-Dllio-

city.
To buy one-to- n
Phone WANTED
A-- I
condition. Phone

TRY BODDY'W

car;

Co..

Ford truck,

Post-offic- e

2408-11-

box 25 2.
FOR SALE borne

extta good used oars;
easy torms. Mcintosh Auto Co.. 08
West Central.
FOR SALE Oldsmobile six, in excellent condition: a bargain; cash or
terms. 1304 West Central, phone 14SS-FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
runabout. 302 South
FOR SALE Ford light truck, $150; one-to- n
Ford truck, $300, worm drive; 5
FOR SALE toady's new fur coat, nice light Uulck, 1590. 111! West Gold.
for auto; will sell reasonable,
805
AUTO COMPANY for
Mcl.NTOSIl
SEE
South Edith.
used ilres, all sizes, used parts; MaxFOR SALE Light spring wagon and well, Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers
cars.
harness; also good stock saddle. Phone 608 West Central.
:o:-jo- ;
WANTED USED CARS
FOR SALE Fresh eggs, 80a per doxen. WB PAY CASH for used cars of any
Ely's Poultry Yard, 623 South Eighth,
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
phone 1168.
Oarage, S00 South Second.
FOB SALE OH KENT Singer sewing
machine. The Exchange, ISO "West
Gold, phnne lilt.
Two pure Whlta"Afr'lcan
FOR SALE Mahogany davenport table, FOR SALEroosters.
Phone 2402-Jguinea
electric vibrator and small site electric
'
BUY
POULTRY
AND RAHlilTS
WE
.
!
isns-jIron,
l'hone
all kinds. Phone 802-302 South
FOR SALE Used tractors.
6
18 and
Broadway.
with gang plows.
Hardware DepartFOR SALE
Two R. I. Red roosters. $5
ment J. Korbor & Co.
each, or $9 for two. Call at 116 West
KALE
FOR
Master Economy heater, cost Silver,
678.
phone
145; will soil for S20; In good condiFOR SALE Entire stock puro bred R. C.
tion 517 West Sliver.
R. I. Reds, breeding pens T singles;
FOR SALE Brand new .38 S. & W. specalso a fine lot of bronze turkeys. M'.
ial and .38 Colt automatic revolvers, at H. B.
Watklna, phone 241H-Ja bargain. Phone 2362-RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
FOR SALE Fresh milk In half gallon
8. C R. I.
Ringlet Barred Rocks,
and gallons, SOc and 60c; fresh ranch cockerels for Reds.
breeding, fresh ground green
ecpn, 7f,c.
l'hone 1974-J- .
413 West Atlantic, phone i43-W- .
bone.
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment FOR SALE Eight thoroughbred Barred
of plnons, Joe the pound. Robert
Rock hens, twenty thoroughbred S. C.
1114 West Central.
Rhode Island Red hens; also two nice
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There Buff Orpington cockerels. 13U Bouth
la only one place to obtain It. AlbuEdlth,phone 1848-querque Dairy Association. Phnne 351.
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds,
a superb lut of cocks and cockerels for
FOll SALE Fresh buttermilk; and cotorders now,
for BABY
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon sale. Book
lots.
CHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery
Fwnyne's Dairy, phone 1915-exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 138 North
BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albuquerque Dairy Association Sutter; If High.
your grocer can not supply you, call at
FOR SALE Furniture
1
the dairy,
North Second.
SOtT SPOTS Hoel and arch cushions FOIt JSAIE Edison maihine, in A-- I
condition. 310 North Thirteenth.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
KKI'AIHINO and upholmer- F. Keleher Leather Co., 4ns West Central. FUUNITI'HB
liijr l'hone 471. Krvfn Bedding Co.
FOR, SALE Fresh, corn-fe- d
pork; whole FOH
n,
new has burner,
or half ho:; half will average about
ecttonal bunk cane and Hnoiier cabinet.
seventy pounds; ISo a pound. W. B. 315 North Fifth,
a
1303.
llloks. phone 250, J. c. Penney Store.
FOH 8AI,F, Wardrobe, dressers, child's
ASBESTOS HOOF PAINT
chair, pedestal tables, roll-to- p
desk,
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per catand larjfe amount of used
ion.
The Mazano Co., 510 South chiffonier,
825
furniture.
Poutlt
First.
Wninut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
FOR BALE Furniture at factory prices
roof, will last as long as the building.
which makes it cost lees than cecond
hand goods. Come and ace for yourself.
American
Furniture Co., 223 South
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
Electric Railway, below par. Dr. R.
FOR SAMS Columbia phonograph $11;
.L. Bust, N. T. Armljo building.
small Edison and forty records, $10;
White rotary sewlnff machine, like new,
Faultless sewing: machine1, $7; large
$25;
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
plate mirror, $18; fumed oak
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r, dresser,
$11.60; golden oak library
library
Valspar Enamels on automobiles. table, $7;table,
dlninn table, $12.50; upPaint, Homestead holstered round
Cottage
Plymouth
dlnins;
chnirs, $3; four. hole
SatFloor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement.
hard coal
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- range, with water front, $20; araa
coal
$15;
burner,
heater, $t;
heater,
1057-408
Co..
er
West Central, uhone
$2; Iron bed with Bprinns and mattreHS.
$10; kitchen cabinet, kitchen table and
FOR RENT Office Rooms chairs,
ranitnry cots, baby beds, baby
two 11x14 rxign, drop-lea- f
Foil KENT Three vry desirable office
tables,
forty-pounall cotton
rooms, light, heat and water: will rent all slies; new
separately or as a whole, A. B. Mllnsr, mattress, $7.50; many other articles at
31314
West Central, phone 23.
bargain prices. C, B. Bynura, 223 South

MATTRESS
ia

renovatTng
a

litti,
iibuv
furniture

i Hfeca
Rug cleaning,
i

nltura packing.
ding Company.

S4.&0 and up.
repairing, fur
I'huoe 471. Ervln Bedi

-

Second.

LOST AND FOUND
Eol&Laualirln

return to W. H. Hicks, J. C. Penney
Ptori. Reward.
One alipp; owner may have
same by Identifying and paying for ad.

Co.

FOUND

41LweBtJ::i-

v
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f

i
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NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATOR.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Jacob Sax. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that Fred
Crollott, Administrator of the es- tate of Jacob Sax, deceased, has
filed in the Probate Cour'. of Bern-- 1
allllo County, New Mexico, his final
ireport as such Administrator, and
fthe' court has appointed Thursday,
the 26th day of January, 1922, as
me nay tor nearlng objection, if
any there be, to the approval of
said final report and the discharge
of said Administrator.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this 22nd day
of December, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerkof Said Probate Court.
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICEr
In the Probata Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Joseph F, Glrard, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 22nd day
of December. 1921, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of Joseph F. Girard, deceased, by the
Probnte Court of Bernalillo County,
and having qualified as such Administratrix, all persons having
claims against the estate of said
decedent are hereby notified and
required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
Within the time prescribed by law.
AUGUSTINE.J. GIRARD,
Administratrix.
Dated December 23rd, 1921.

"
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FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for it? Also figure on this
home? Large
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
don't feel better in 1923.
Phone

459--

REALTY

Realtor.

J.

2J

CO.

W. Gold.

T?rv-r-

-

..'....

:

WW J-

D1ECKMANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
30U W. Gold.
Phone 670.

Leather hand-bacontaining valuable papers
and receipt, between
and Central. Phone 629-FARTY who got wrong overcoat and hat
at armory Saturday night, will please
see Mr. Love, at armory, Tuesday morning. 8 to It.
LOHT Bundle of lady's laundry, last
Monday, between Albuquerque Sanaand North
torium, south
highlands
Fourth street; reward. Call 1562-LOST

TMenis

CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
A . kind of work
Fhnne 167S-WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paintroof
and
ing
repairing Phone 1466-BUILDING, alterations, repairing; u-g- e
Jobs or small; work by contract or by
able prices; work guaranteed;
irro i. ail jido-w- .

estimates

824 East Silver, phone 1522-RFOR SALE OR KENT Furnished or
furnished house. Apply (21 Eait

n

bed-roc-

k.

Fhone

Ranches

.i

A HOME

That will appeal to you, new

five-roo-

brick, white finish, furnace,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, garIn
Luna district. Trice only
age,
terms.
good
$3,250;
K. MuCLUGIIAN, Realtor.
Real E.stnte, Loans, Insurance.
204 W. Gold.
Phono 4
12--

Seven Rooms

Furnished

A modern

FOR RENT Roomt
fl.iiaii, 120 Soul 'i

'
FOR SALE
Garage, best location in
town. Phone 7.
FOR SALE Small rooming house; long
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
FOR SALE Small grocery and
aweinng. can at III South Seventh.
FOR SALE A meat market; evey thing
e mpiete.
call at not East central,
phone 766-FOR 8 ALE One of the vest business
properties In Albuquerque. 215 South
First street. Inqulra at Savoy Hotel office.

firs-cla-

Buy a lot in one of the Anderson Additions. Addition No. 1,
on North Fourth street. Addition No. 2, on North Eighth
street. Room for garden and
nd J10
chickens; $20 down
,
per month.

WHAT
Than

PAYS BETTER

good rooming house Jn
Albuquerque?
Let us show you a good, largo
house, where a few roomers
will carry your Investment and
also give you a homo. Easy
payments. Sickness compels the
owner to sacrifice. This is your
opportunity, grasp It.

J.

a.

D,

Phone

Keleher. Realtor,
211 W. Gold.

410.

At 4 bargain,

live

second-han-

$500.00, YOCK HOME.
A classy, five-rooand sleeping

porch,

hardwood

FOR SALE

Bcntson Ranch, Old Town boulestucco house, garvard;
age; all kinds of fruit, alfalfa,
etc. Sell all or part of same, also
nine acre tract, cultivated. AdS. bcoond. dress P. O. Box 136, Old Town.
Phones 2117 R-- l or 348.

floors,

built-i-

n

features, fine lot, splendid location, heat; $500.00 cash, balance
as rent.
J. P. GILL, Koal Estate.
Phono

723-.-

lis

I.

FRUIT

HELP WANTED

TREES

RHADB TREES AND ORNAMENTALS F R O M ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
Albuquerqu'i, N. M.

Mnlc.
Bi y to work after school and
United lc to $1 Store.
Saturday.
Yard man; American preferWANTED
red.
Apply Presbyterian HHtuitoriuni.
WANTED Chef and man cook. Employment office, 110 South Third, phone
WANTED

354--

ev "iNT--

Featurs Servicc Inc.

WISH NO. 8.

d

pool tables and ona billiard table.
eondltion; also one twelve

loot soda fountain, A- -l condition. In
quire ae 129 West Silver.
FOR SALE At Helen, one block city
y
property on Main street, one
brick building, store, rooming house, gar.
age and large warehouse and several
other business buildings. Mrs. Rnrtensa
Pldler, p. o. Sox, 170, Belen, N. U.

Won't sound so bad If you are
protected with good insurance. Let
us call and tell you about our
company which has been writing
KIRK INSURANCE
nearly 70
years.
T. A. HAMMOND,
824 East Hllvcr.
Phono 152S-R- .

That we may have the pleasure
of protecting your homes with
our strong Kire insurance
WISH NO. 4.
That we are using this means
of extending
to our many
friends and customers
A

FOR SALE

Happy and Prosperous
NEW YEAR

Seven room
brick"" house,
fine corner,
60x14 2, Second
street, closn in, $5,000
$250
rash and $50 a month, Interest
included.
Three room
frame house,
new, near shops, nearly one
aoro of alfalfa, $2.100 $200
cash and $35 a month.
Two room and sleeping porch
new, partly furnished,
$1,450
$100 cash and
$:'0 a month.
Knur room, five minutes from
P. V:, $1,800 . .$175 cash and
$25 a month.
Now three room framo house
and S. P., furnished. Highlands,
$000 cash and $30 a
$1,500
month.
Three mom frame house,
larK" cultivated lot, Lowlands,
1 1, loll
$100 cash and $30 a
month.
Threo room frame close In,
Lowlands, $1,G50 $50 cash and
$20 a month.
Threo room adobe house, and
S. I'., in Paris addition, $1,800
$100 casli and $40 a month.
Two ndobo houses on big lot,
nenr shops, $1.400 $100 cash
and $25 a month.
Five rooms and bath, corner
brick house, close in North
High-lunil-

Salesmen at Tour Service:

THE0, FANNING
BERT SPANN
J, F, VANLANDINGHAM

s,

WILLIAM

J, LEVERETT

CHARLES

ZAPF

G,

PROFESSIONAL
A
mitt mi,

CARDS
,

Attorney,
and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phune 1163-PHVHKJIANe)
AM) BIUGMI-.8- .
KB. 8. L. UtRIUM,
Diseases nt toe Stomach.
Suite. 8. Barnett Bulldinr.
IK. 8. C. ( I.AHKK,
Eye, Kar, Noea and Throat,
Barnett Building.
Phone IS.
Office Hours
to 13 ja. m..snd a to 8 p. ra.
"
KB. MAKGAKKT
trA kTwTuO lri
Residence 1121 East Central. Phona 171.
Phone 671.
Rooms II,

17

Boy 18 or 19 years old to
meet traina for hotel. Inquire Gem,
u West Central.
Houses
W ANTED
Murr led couple; man to work
on ranoh, and his wife to servo as
FOR SALE Hy owner, four-ruohoutt.
Inqulra 1015 West Fruit.
housekeeper. Apply O. B. Clarke, oox
237, city.
FOR SALE
brick house,
WANTED
North Edith. Phone 2401-RSalesmen to sell electric appliances on commission basis. Geo. C.
FOR SALE Brick. $8,000, nine large
118
Harvard avenue. UniverAlbright,
rooms, $80 Income, unfurnished; owner
sity Holghts.
lives In two. 124 South Edith.
$250
Foil SALE On easy terms, six room WANTED First class dry goods man for Fourth street, $4,250
large country store. Must, understand
modern bungalow; wilt take good lots
cash and $40 a month.
or real estate paper. Phone 2040-Spanish fairly well, and have knowledge
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
new
adobe
Two
house,
rooms,
of
general merchandise.
Dependable
FOR SALE Uy owner, new modern
$250 cash and $25 a
$1,250
Practlco Limited to
references required. Good pay for -right
house, near Robinson park, $00 man. Do not
month.
GENITO - URINARY DISEASES
apply unless willing t- hit
cash. $60 per munth. Phone 1825-the ball. Address E. L. M,, care JourSix room frame, furnished,
AND DISEASED OF THE SKIN
FOR SALE Five-roonasserman Laboratory In Connection
frame, modern. nal.
$200 cash
$1,300
Highlands.
convenient for two families; large lot;
Female
a
month.
and
$30
east froiu; Jhjghlands. Phone 166H-ll!Lj!L',,JthP0o t,8fl'
Cook. 809 West Copper.
house.
adobe
Three, room
FOR SALE ity owner, one room cot:. tgc WANTED
CHIROPRACTOR
Highlands, $800 $45 cash and
with screened porch; lot 35 ft. jy 142 WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex-- 1
N""
elstor Laundry.
iTITcakSkn'P
$20 a month.
ft.; city water; $300 cash. Inquire 1S02
Chiropractor.
adobe
South High.
Kour room
house,
Girl
WANTED
for general housework,
M
2U
and
Armljo Building.
Coll 1123 North Seventh.
North Arno, 1$,100; $50 cash
FOR SALE Leaving the city, will sell
six cottages,
three
and $20 a month.
furnished, rent WANTED
Experienced salesladies. Ap-pl- y
rUK SALE Livestock
$1,224 per annum; a 23 per cent investThe Economist.
ment. Call 1700 South Edith.
FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE.
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
rabbits. 710 West Leed.
FOR SALE By owner, 718West Coal,
10l
V. Copper Ave. Phone 79.
1101 West Tl.leras.
Apply
frame stucco, 4 ruoms and bath, 2 WANTED mornings,
FOR SALE Very gentle driving mare;
Girl for general housework,
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
also single harness. 1301 North First.
ee Mrlcks, J. C. Penney Co., Store.
Terms It declred. Phone 1803-FOR SALE Fresh young cow, giving
Housekeeper for small family
FOR SALE By owner, two room cot- WANTED
Rent-Rooms
In the country.
with Board three gallons milk. 717 South Arno.
Address Box 3, care For
tage with sleeping porch and garage; Journal.
FOR SALE Two horses, two colts. 100
iToTT5T'ani
city water at $700; $200 cash, balance V A
hoard.
and good collie dog, cheap.
N T ED
to asxist with ROOM AND BOARD, all conveniences. Mr.chlckins
Young girl
like rent. Inquire 1902 Suuth High st.
Lawrence. 1204 North Fleventh.
half-dayIn family or two.
FOR SALE OR RENT Six brana new 218housework,
Ml South Broadway.
FOR SALE Cheap, thoroughbred New
West
Marble.
four-roocorner Ninth and
houses,
FOR RENT Room and board; $10.50 a
Zealand rabbits; will trade for chick-- t
A cook In a family of four;
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable WANTED
week.
Phone 1730-or pigeons. Phone 2417-Rgood wages to right party.
Mrs. D.
terms. See F. H. Strong, or U C BenNICELY
furnished roort. with board; FOR SALE Gentle driving horse, city
nett. Phones 75 or 14.S.
Weinman, 108 West Copper.
1027
no
sick.
Forrester.
broken, or will trade for anything
private family;
At once, girl to care for child
fou
Foil SALE House,
rooms and WANTED
two years old. Call room 12. State KOH.M AND BOARD with sleeping porch, worth the money. Phone S402-Jglassed-l- n
sleeping porch, front and
FOR SALE Best grade young Duroo Jerniljoluing hath. 1636 East Central.
back porch; big basement; furnace; com- Hotol, nfler 6 p. m.. phone 629-J- .
sey hogs for breeding purposes or tire
pletely furnished; large lot; this Is a WANTED
Women or man and wife to FUR RLNT-boar- d. Canvas sleeping porch, with market.
Address Charles H. Raff, Log
good buy; easy terras. Address box C,
$10 a week. 1207 East Central,
share furnished cottage with owner;
N. M.
Lunas,
care Journal.
conveniently located . Address A. Z., care CA N A CI '(IM MOD ATE one gentleman
FOR
SALE
Or trade
Journal.
for hogs, good
BY OWNER,
modern house in
convalescent, Apply Case, de Oro, 613
work horse, weight about 1100;
be
Fourth ward, hard wuod floors, fire- WANTED
Reliable American woman for West Gold.
C.
seen
at
W.
Hunter
north and
three
place, large scnened
porches,
CAN ACCOMMODATE
cooking and general housework.
Apone or two lady Rio Grande blvd. Phone ranch,
2409-R-with extra large ply mornings, between 10 and 1L 71S
light, airy bed roor-.convalescents, in private home. Phone HORSES
closets, fronts east on large lot with West Copper.
FOR SALE We have some
14
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent WANTED
good work horses and mules for sale.
Furuace-l.eate- d
nurse.
American
Competent
front 310 North Broadway.
FOR
KENT
terms
If
Fhone
desired.
condition;
are cheap;
for
two
Mrs.
children.
1207
if
Apply
room
young
East also heavy set of harnessPrices
with garage
1977-desired.
and heavy sad118 South' Fourteenth, Central.
Leopold
Meyer,
dle for sale.
RARE OPPORTUNITY.
1106.
phone
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch lOI SALE
ONE of Albuquerque's best homes con- EARN
Ten head of Missouri
POARD Room and $10 month
with board.
215 Stanfurd, Unive.'Slty
ten head of work horses and mules,
sisting of 10 rooms with glassed-l- n
marea
while attending school; catalogue free Hi lahts.
2
and twelve head of Holstein and Jersey
rooms,
bath
sleeping porch, fireplace,
Business
Bouth
Mackay
90614,
College,
n
Koll KENT One large front room, suit- milk cows, for sale cheap or will trade on
features, steam Main, Los
maple floors, all built-iAngeles.
Cows at corner of Mountain
able for two gentlemen, With board. town lots.
heat, laundry room, trutt room; corner
lot with fine lawn, roses and trees, dou- GIRL W1RIIINO good home with elegant 7"' Foutlt Third,
road and Fourth; miles and horses at
ble garage.
For further Information, P.
surroundings, as companion to my wife; Foil RENT Largu furnished rooiu with Bell's Livery Stable. Phone 942-or 46.
O. Box 182. Albuquerque, N. M.
girl going to school will do. Answer by
table board; rates for two people. 217
letter to F. S., care Journal.
FOR
Pnnth Fourth.
SALE
Ranches
WANTED Miscellaneous W A NT EP Ladies all over New Mexno FOll HUNT Glassed-lsleeping porch FOR bALE Forty-act- e
alfalfa
to take orders for my medallions; good
for gentleman with best of board. 719
tour mil s from city, Inqulra 400ranch,
WAITED"
Cattle
tv feed.
West
Phone pay. Write rt, for particulars.
Karry
South Waller. Phone UfcS-Gol.
-805
Alb iqu mai'.
Rea,
North Second,
RANCH
JAMESON'S
Ideal location for FO it SALE Nine-acr- e
FOH cooking and serving dinners and New Mexico.
one
ranch
aud
few reservations now
one-hahealthseekers;
miles west of Barelaa bridKs.
WANTED
parties, phone 15S9-Bright young person to ant available.
l'hone 2238-J- .
on main ditch; new adobe house and
as
one
chambermaid:
WANTED Cord wooa saw first class
willing and obligh
mile from school.
ing; also good references; splendid honie F R RENT Room ana sleeping porch. garage;
condition. Phone 2408-R-vtth board for convalescents; gentle- Phona 2404-Jgood wages. Call between 3 and 5,
SUNSHINE Rough dry and wet wash; and
3148-men
400 North Twelfth.
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house,
only; private home. Phone
all hand work. Phone 216-seven rooms, steam heated, electrla
WANTED To communicate with em- IjOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
SCAVENGER
AND GENERAL HAULe
ranch; In alfalfa and
porches, with board, for convalescents. lights; on
ployed woman whose company at night
ING. Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith, would
orchard.
Adiresa Postofflce box 177. or
M.d.
Heed, 613 South Broadway, phone
partly compensate for room rent;
721 East Iron, phone 2389-R- .
phone 3407-Rlarge front room, downstairs. Address 626.
EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player E,. care Journal; no aick.
Foil RENT Elegant glassed-i- n sleeping FOR SALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two miles
piano repairing. James Duran, phone
from postofflce. on main ditch;
board In private
e
porch and firnt-elas- s
Male and Female.
1974-1920 New York.
home for gentleman; furnace heat; homey house, garage,
chicken
houses,
blooded chickens and turkeys: also
1478-WELDING AND CUTTING of metals, YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring atmosprode.
phone
Mulberry,
$130
government positions,
monthly,
terms
also welders' supplies and carbide for
Phone 2416-Jwrite for free list of positions now open. EXCELLENT board and sleeping porches,
sale, N. M. Steel Co., Inc.. phone ll"r-M- .
FOR 8 ALE Five-acr- e
southern exposure; nil modern conven
R.
ranch, one milt
(former Civil Service examinwest
of
WANTED A small table phonograph, of er), Terry,
Barelas
or
$2
$10
ielieen,
26 Continental
bridge, on main ditch-- ;
per day
Bide., Washington, Phone 2408-H- per month,
K. Wennlps.
alfalfa, fruit, grapes and berries; no tetstandard make, in good condition; give n. c.
ter land In the valley. Phone 2411-R- i,
size, make and price. Address D care
MODERN
ACCOMMODATIONS
for or
A. II. Sherer, general delivery,
Journal.
WANTED Position
healthseeker, In country home; special city.write
WANTED Secondhand
care given to bed patient; close to car
furniture
and
Pos .lion as salesman, experl-encetrunks. We buy everything in house- WANTED
line. Address Box 224. city,
Address B. N., csre Journal.
hold goods.
TIME CARDS
Max's Bargain Store, 115
MIRA.MONTES-ON-TUE-MESPRACTICAL NURSE wants position", A SANATORIUM-HOTESouth First.
Phona 168.
for tubercular
charges reasonable. Mrs. Harter, 904
MAX BARGAIN
nurse
in atSTOKE, at 815 South
convalescents;
graduata
i
First, will pay the highest prices for South Third.
tendance; rates by the week or month.
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and WANTED Position as truck driver: can Call 2400-JC.
or
of
furniture.
858.
car.
kind
same,
Phone
repair
any
J., NEWLY
with
FURNISHED
ROOMS,
care Journal.
RUG CLEANERS
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
WANTED Odd Jobs, carpenter
with best of
9x11 Rugs Cleaned, $2.00.
work. first-clas- s
dining rooms,
house cleaning, lawn making, etc. 201 hotno cooking. Mrs. Hlgglns, 222 Vs East
MATTRESSES renovated. IS. no and up,
WESTBOVJi
ally.
Central, Occidental Building
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin East Lewis, phone B04-Train.
Arrive.
Depart,
WANTED Position as housekeeper or UKHE R V A TkVn 8 may nowlte had at Ht. No, 1 The Scout.,., 7:30 pm 1:10
Bedding Co., phone 471.
pm
take care of convalescent. Mrs.
John's Sanatorium (irfiplscopal : rates, No. 1 Calif. Llmtted.!u:3l) am 11:00 am
DOKAK
BETTER
FINISHING It is M. will
E.
.McMillan.
Blttner Hotol.
$17.50 to $25 per week; Includes private No. T Fargo Fast. .10:50 am 11:2D am
better.
Return postage ..paid on mall
orders. The Barnum Studio, 21814, West WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPE. I.I.OSE and room with sleeping porch, connected to No,
The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:011 am
SOUTHBOUND.
WILLIAMS A ZANO, bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
keep books.
general nursing; excellent meals, tray No. II El Paso Exp
Mellnl building.
10:10 pm
Phone 701-WANTED $300.00 from suitable person room
no
rooms
All
extras.
have steam No. 17 El Paso
service:
11:11 am
on
one
leas.?
NURSE
Exp
wants position, nursing and keep- heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
buys furniture and
year's
EASTBOUND.
I rooms, bath and large sleeping porch;
ing house for Invalid et healthseeker; W. II. Zleglcr, Superintendent.
Phone
No. 1 The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
close In; rent $25 per month. See own- two yeara' experience in hospital, rhone 491.
13I9-W- .
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 1.00 pm 6:40 pm
er, 815 South Third St.
No. 88. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 8:10 pm
CLEANING PAPER and kalsoialne. wax- -' WOMAN, with sick husband, wishes
DRESSMAKING
No. 10 The Scout.... 7:t0 am 7:50 am
as
house
and
renwindow
floors,
lng
cleaning,
housekeeper; willing to
.
FROM SOUTH.
Ph.-n1351-JPlain sewing.
and all kinds of repair work; work
der services In return for a good home
From El Paso 1:15 pm
No,
John Goodson. phone 634-Phone 1438-.wa'nted- Plain sewing, 1220 South No. 21
$0
El Paso 7:00 am
From
WANTKD
Edlth.
Careful Kodak finishing. LADY EXPERIENCED, desires position
No. 10 connects at Telen with No. 11
as physician or detlst assistant; would PLAIN SEWING Children's dresses
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfor Clovls, Pacaa Valisr.
City and
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing consider other clerical work. Address
specialty. Phone 1218.
Q
Coast
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna Box 75, care Journal.
Williams' MilHEMSTITCHING,
No, it connect, at Baton with No, 11
Pleating.
Master
AHanna,
WANTED
Photographers,
Position By
experienced
from Clovla and polota east and aeiltn
linery. 200 South Broadway, ph. 777-Spanish-speakin- g
merchandise salesman
FURNITURE REPAIRED and upholsterccordlon. aide and box;
with department store experience. Ad- PLEATING,
ed; cushions made; cars upholstered;
N.
115
mall orders.
North
Crane,
bedsteads and picture frames bronsed dress C. I,. k care Journal.
and enameled; chairs wired. Also agency WANTED Position as cook or house- Seventh; Crane Apartments, phona lit.
for "Speedollne."
J. H. Austin, 814
for
or house
keeper
onnvalescent
North Twelfth; residence phone 2368-mother for number of young men or
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING girls. Address Middle Age. care Journal.
CC. Windows
floors WANTED Position, by married man, 22
cleaned
and
scrubbed; stores, offices and houses
years old, good bookkeeper, ran
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest
Burroughs posting maoh'ns, write
work, Postofflce box 101, A. Granone; mercantile snow cards, use typewriter,,
leave your calls American Qtocery, phone good salesman.
Willing to ksoo corks.
151.
ana neip clerk when not busy with broks.
Seven-rooLiving salary. Address P. O. Box 26,
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
Southland, Texas.
MONEY TO LOAN
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
MONEY
To LOAN On watches, diaWill
Be Sold st a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
Krontage
PERSONAL
monds, guna and everything valuable.
Mr. B. Marcus. Ill South First.
BARBER- - -- For private homci Ph. 1421-MONEY TO LOAN in diamonds, watches WANTED Private pupils; teacher expey
rienced and specially trained for
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable, confidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 108 N. 1st
grades. Ill North High.
CONFIDENTIAL loans n Jewelry, dia- YOUNG MAN, driving to El Paso, about
Ground Floor .Cromwell Building.
monds watches. Liberty bonds, pianos,
January I, will take one passenger,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Bothman'a lady or gentleman; references. Address
117 South First,
Bonded to Ute state. Box 100, care Journal.
WANTED

FOHRiSN

In

Year Right

323 W. Gold.

156.

FOR 'SALE

New

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phono 857.

FOR RENT Five room house; bath, FOR RENT Furnished
room,
220 Nolth
sleeping porch, garage.
heat. 307 South Walter.
High.
RENT
FOR
Nice
rooms. 31t'fc
furnished
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished house,
south Second, phone 82U-with sleeping porch. 1300 North1 SecFour-rooFor RENT
furnished house,
ond.
$40.
Apply 72S South Edith.
FOR RENT Well-fu- r nlstied rour-rooFOR
RENT
Three
furulined
housekcep- h.'use, at 328 North Fourth, Dr. Easlog rooms. Ola North Fourth street.
terday.
RENT
FOR
Nice
luillislied loom, in
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house at
modern hotne.$20.
615 West Lead.
1003 bouth Arno.
Call at 1702 East
FOR li E N T T w o f uTn is bed ruoms, for
Grand.
601
South Fourth.
light housekeeping,
Foil RENT Five-roohouse, unfurnished; rent reasonable. Apply 212 North FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Silver.
irk; no children.
Walnut.
FOR RENT Modern big five-roohouse FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms
at 228 North Walter; rent very reasonfor housekeeping, coy South Second.
"
able. '
FOR RENT Furnishedt7wo smull modFOH RENT Five rooms furnished,
ern housekeeping rooms.
723
South
sleeping porch, bath, also garage. Apply Edith.
62S South Arno.
FOR HUNT Furnished room with prlvl-leg- e
FOR RENT Three-roou( parlor; gurage available. Phone
furnished house
sloeping porch, $25; key at 706 East 1714-J- .
Santa Fa.
FOR RENT Good furnished
FOR RENT Four-rooapartment, on first floor. 618 North
modern house.
two screened
and garage. Second.
porches
Phone 1238-FOR RENT Light housekeeping ruoms,
FOR RENT Three-roohSusli
wTTF
with sleeping porch,
close
423
In.
glossed sleeping porch, furnished, Its. South Arno.
Phono lr,6S-W- .
FOR RENT FurniKhed roonie; also canFOR RENT Unfurnished four rooms and
ary birds for sale. 218 South Walter,
sleeping porch, good modern house. phone 1067-1122 South Arno.
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeepFOR RENT Four-rooing room for lady, $10 per month. 405
House, bath and
sleeping porch, wltl garage. 823 North South Edith.
Eighth. Inquire 625 North filrth
FOR RENT Two large furnished rooms
'furnished cement block bunga-jV.an- d
well
porch, for light housekeeping. 4u8
iow, giassea Sleeping porch, sunny and
orin Arno.
warm: reasonable1. Apply 218 South
High, FOR RENT Two nice large clean well
FOR RENT Modern
ventilated bed rooms; furnace heat.
three, four and
flve-roohouses and apartments; 108 South Arno.
some furnished.
W. H. McMilllon,
206 FOR RENT
Sleeping rooms for gentleWest Oold.
men employed, $8.00 up; no sick.
18
FOR RENT Three-roolurnlshed c
West Silver.
tage: bath, sleeping porch, 714 East FOR RENT Two
rooms, furnished for
Hazeldlne.
Call at 702 South High,
light housekeeping. 1727 Weit Central,
phone 1310-R- .
phone 1749-FOR RENT Furnished brick house. 1SO0 FOR RENT
Large outside room, suit-abl- e
South Edith, two rooms and glassed-l- n
for sleeping or housekeeping. 414
sleeping porch, garage. Call at 806 West West Gold.
Marquette.
FOR RENT Two nice modern four-roo- FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, in
modern home. Mrs. Fred llamm, 628
houses at 1415 and 1421 Bouth North
Second.
Arno; also on
glassed In aleep-In- g FOR RENT
lurnlshed room,
Nicely
porch unfurnished.
close
in, two blocks from postofflce; no
FOR RENT Six
rooms and sleeping sick. 417
West Lead.
porch, brick, on corner; furnished or
unfurnished; two blocks from postofflce; FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outno sick. 703 West Sliver.
side entrance; also garage; no sick.
111S North Second.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished four-roomodern brick dwelling at D16 North FOR RENT Furnished room with sleepEleventh street; nice sleeping
ing porch. Near good boarding hours.
and
a big yard; rent $43 per month;porch
now va- 212 North High.
cant. City Realty Co., 207' West Oold, STATE HOTEL
Light
housekeeping
phone 667.
rooms for rent. Under new management. Fourth and Central.
FOR RENT Apartment
DESIRABLE room for gentleman, adFOR RENT Completely furnished
entrance. 210
joining bath, outside
apartment, with porch, Call 1213 North Walter.
East Central.
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms for
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
housekeeping; convenient to town, also
light housekeeping; adults; no tick. to shops. 408 West Iron.
724 Bouth Second.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-l- n
sleepFOR RENT Small apartment,
ing porch, gentleman only, 224 South
1154
North Sycamore; suitable tor one per-Ca- ll Walter. Phone 2272-J- .
at 224 South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished front room, five
FOR RENT Three-rooblocks from postofflce;
apartment and
private enbath, partly furnished. Apply lot North trance. 401 south Seventh.
Eighth, after 1; o'clock.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
FOR RENT Two large sunny rooms,
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
furnished for light housekeeping. 417 children. 110 South Walnut. .
South Walter. Phone 1503-IMPERIAL, ROOMS
flee, clean rooms;
FOR RENT Three room apartment wl'h
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
bath, furnished, no sick, no children; Theater, 1H4 West Central.
nice location. 112 South Ninth.
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
porch and two
FOR REN" Two rooms and sleeping
airy rooms; board across street. 114
unfurnished:
porch,
North Maple, phone 1886-private
entrance;
no small children. 201 North Walnut.
ELOIN
HOTEL Sleeplna
rooms an3
FOR RENT 'Three-roomodern, furhousekeeping apartments, by the day.
nished apartment; sleeping porch, $25. week
or month. SOUt West Central.
1524-.Phone
or call at 413 Bouth High.
FOR RENT One room and glassed south
FOR RENT Two
light housekeeping
side sleeping porch, completely furrooms with sleeping porch, clean and nished
for housekeeping, did West Coal.
801
sunny: private, entrance.
North
FOR REMT Two
nice
unfurnished
Eighth.
ruoms
with bath and
sleeping
Three-rooFOR
RENT
apartment, porch. 115 West Mountain large
Road, l'hone
modem, completely furnished, close In; 802-water paid, phona furnished; no children
WOODWORTH
Phone 1660-J- .
Newly furnished, nice,
clean rooms and housekeeping apart-mentFOR RENT Three-rooapartment with
or month. 811
week
by
day,
two porches, newly
furnished
and South Third.
decorated; light and water paid. Phone
169-FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with or without sleeping porch; suitFOR RENT Furnished
three rooms, able
for one or two gentlemen; close in.
private bath and sleeping porch; heat, 416 South Third.
water and light furnished. Apply 1005
FOR RENT A suit of living room, bed
West Central.
room and bath; completely furnished
FOR RENT Nice
apartment,
steam heated.
Inqulra mornings.
with large sleeping porch, close In, and
30$ South Fourth.
reasonable.
Phone
highlands;
very
824-FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
with sleeping porch, light and water,
FOR RENT Two small steam-heate- d
cottage
furnished apartments, apartment I at til month; also one furnished
and water,
1311 and apartment 6 at. 1215 West with sleeping porch,lr.ll-M-light
.
$16
month.
Phine
Roma, ph one 490-fur- FOR RENT Two and three-rooBfJSi.NESS CHANCES

and steam heat; light and telephone paid.
noutn nroauwar.
sleeping
ANTED To lease for one to five years, FOR RENT Three rooms and one
and
porch, completely furnished;
small ranch, with good house, close In.
blocks from poitoftlce; no sick.
or If could get satisfactory terms would one-ha- lf
West
708
Silver.
In
;tilr
buy. Address Box f. Z. B., care Journal.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment
for housekeeping; modern, except heat,
FOR SALE Real Estate
located at 624 West Coal avenue. In- FOR SALE Lots, 12u0 South High. Call quire nt 516 South Sixth.
at 1816 Bouth High, ask for H. W.
Kllgore.
PAPERING
PAINTING
FOR SALE Fine 50 foot lot on East wTTEJuisiJeiing
painting, paperhang- Silver at reduced pries. J. A. Hamor
Ing
kalaomlnlng, call 834, nr call at
mond, 824 East Silver.
107 East Central, for Hanson A Powers,
first
clasa. palntera and pepernangera;
PAINTING
we guarantee all our work! no job too
WH IN YOU consider painting, phone big o- - too small.
1647-estimates furnished free; all
TYPEWRITERS
work guaranteed: no job teo largo.
TYPYwRITEIl8AiVJ'''inakea"''iiva'rbauis'tl
FOR RENT 'Ranches
and repaired. Ribbons for every maExFOR KENT Ranch. Apply M. Mandell, chine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
116 West Central.
121 Seub. Founh.
change, phona K03--

WANTED

Start the

Franklin & Co,

Insurance.

un-

1922

THE FIRE ALARM

New Tear right with a
home of your own. How's this?
Seven-roobrick stucco, steam
heat, hardwood
floors, built-ifeatures, lot 150x300 feet. Located in the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Priced at
A, L, MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Firs
nd Auto

SOUTH EDITH STREET
TROPERTY.
Five-roohouse, near Central
avenue;
lot, outbuildings. Can be had on easy terms.
Price $3,000.
SMALL CENTRAL. AVENUE
RESTURANT
Good business, good lease, $500
will buy it, Just the place for
two people to handle. Bee us at
once.

Bhowlng you how you can
your own home on easy
payments.

own

START RIGHT

Start th

NO. 2,

That we may have the pleasure
of

mm,

'"

Four-roo-

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous
bay.

'

'

home, completely furnished, including
piano, walks,
trees,
lawn,
barns, etc. Right on
FOR RENT
Dwellings
car line. Terms, too,
North High.
bolt RENT Small four room house
J. L. PHILLIPS, Jlenl Eslnto.
511 South Elm.
EXPERT
Radiator
Repairlug. O. K.
110 S. Third.
Phono 354-Sheet Metal Works. 216 North Third. FOR RENT
modern house.
.
first-clas-

"garguni"

''--

SHELLEY

BIDDEN SERVICE.
Tha Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people who demand Quality.
Work
in befora 11 a. m. mailed same day.
noon
In
m.
I
next
before
mailed
Work
p.
day. Address work to
TUB RED ARROW,
B. Laa Vegar
Albuquerque
(We want a representative In TO'JH
territory.)

nil Its brunches. Loans,
Surety Bonds,
South Fourth Street, Next to T. O.
l'hone (174.

lit

FOll KENT

KEAL HOME
Consisting of five rooms, bath
sleeping porch and basement. Hot
air heat. Beautifully furnished
with new furniture throughout.
ACKEKSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
A

Loans and Insurance.

'

.'.:,H',.

Several good houses and apartments for rent.

REALTOR

1

That all those good people of
Albuquerque who have a hobby
of saving rent receipts will
see fit to buy a little love nest
of their own during 1922.

HURRYIII

T. KINGSBURY,

But a Slnglo Thought.

With

X

Nine-roofurnished
nicely
modern house, with three can- vassed-i- n
sleeping porches and
front porch;
large screened
garage, sheds, walks, shade.
In
Fine location
Highlands,
Rents for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
sell complete for $4,750.

D,

FOUR WISHES

OUR

RAO

I

didn't LtAve any

& CO,

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

fir

(no OME
bORRy
-

FOR SALE

21 5

11

t',

ati:

P. F. HbGANM

i

A.
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MOLDS
rO.V Presents

WILLIAM

BRACY TICKET

ELL

...
AUtOmODlle
.

if"
m
IiOvc, Adventure, Lota of Action, mid All 1'Iny Their
111
Miikincr it ii "KRAI' I'lcturc.

ADMISSION

A

by
oy

'

A HAPPY

VVUII

Praey cafeteria ticket secured
Judge P. S Rodey and given

mm to nis granooaiiKiuer,
Sheila Koilcy, won the automobile
.which was drawn in the I'.raey
cafeteria prize ticket contest yesterday. The number of the ticket
was 8, 2." 2.
Dr. H. H. Briggs, C Peek and
Pearcc Podey were the judges at
the drawing yesterday at o'clock
when the 19.0(10 tickets were assembled nt the restaurant. The
drawing started by a blindfo'ded
boy pieking ten bunches of tickets
from the pile. These were placed
in ten piles and another blindfolded boy picked ono ticket from
each of the piles.
These ten tickets
were then
pla"ed in a h;.t held by Dr. llriggs
and n. little girl was blindfolded
and told to pick five tickets, the
fifth to be the winner of the automobile.
The fifth ticket was
1

NEW YEAR
TO ALL

Coal Supply Co. Fhc.n 4 and r..
Sunday morning during flip celebration connected
with bbhllnc;
adieu to tlio old year and welcoming the arrival of the new, ft bullet
rame crashing throuKh the skylight pf the Hex billiard parlor,
avenue, ami
210',4 West Central
created quite a commotion anion?
the occupants of the plane, ns the
Music and Jewelry Store
hroken glass came ra i in tr down
onto the floor, making a lot of
117 fe. First St.
is
that
The supposition
rhonc 917-- J
noiRe.
come celebrant fired a shell con
to
the
a
bullet, contrary
taining
city ordinance, and the bullet, in
its descent, lilt the skyllpht. C4
JIGGS AND MAGGIE
Pr. Murray, Osteopath, f.
AT CRYSTAL OPERA
The Fraternal I'.rolherhond has
changed its regular meeting nif;ht
THURSDAY, JAN. 5TH
from the first Tuesday to tile second Wednesday
night of each
month. vThp next meeting will be
Coming direct from a long en- held on January 11.
gagemcnt at the Manhattan opera!
Porn, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert house, New York, and fresh from
Korber, 301 South Arno street, a a four weeks' engagi nient at the
Bon.
Motropolitn n opera house. PhilaVactory wood, full truck lnnd, delphia, where it played to unprec- four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

ROTHiAH'S

Phone

By

ii.

Rodey to Granddaughter.

PKKT.S

LOCAL ITEMS

l

IS

By Ticket Given By Judge

Parts

Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
GAYLORD LLOYD in "A ZERO HERO"
JlF.tilLAU

Offered

Dr,,'
OctlCieild
Dlttoy a nntl;

S,:Ti2.

Judge Rodey, who Is a regular
customer at the cafeteria, accumulated a number of tickets, which
were given at each meal procured
at the cafeteria. As he has several
grandchildren he formed the habit
of distributing them among the
children
each few davf.
The
lucky number was on the ticket he
bad given to Sheila Rodey, daugh- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Pet. co Rodey.
--

START

91.

The Woman's club will hold its
annual reception at the club house5
from 3 until
this afternoon
o'clock. The public is invited.
Mineral IOdKe No. 4, Knights of
Pythias, will sivi; a masquerade
ball tonight for the knights and Invited friends.

BOXERS

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Kid

T1

SAVE MONEY! COP I MITED STORES"
THAT MARRIAGE Pi Vlnventory Sale
arts Tuesday
LICENSE EARLY
at 10 a. m.
No
will be made for the

SHEILA RODE
TODAY

Januai

charge
first marriage license Issued by the
county clerk tomorrow, the first
business day of the new year.
"I want to start the lucky couple
off with a boost," Countv Clerk
Fred "io"ott exclaimed when he
made the announcement last night.
"It's up to them whether they tuk.
the lesson to heart and economize
afterward," he added. "And 1 expect they won't."
The. first marriage license
in
Bernalillo county last year was is- sued January 3 to Josefita Perez,
of Barelas, and Natividad Garcia
of Peralta. This was the first of
nine licenses Issued that day, the
first business Way of the year.
Bast year, January brides were
almost as plentiful as the much
vaunted June nes. Of the 520;
marriage licenses taken out in the
county last year, January was the
third favorite month, 49 licenses
being secured during the month.
June led as the matrimonial
month, hut with only a margin of
one over October, which was the
marriage month of El couples.
May upset usual spring tradl- tlons in Bernalillo county and was
tho last month choice of the 520
couples, but 33 of them securing
licenses during the month. Febru- ary was the next to the last choice
with 35 licenses.

ENJOINS PRO AGENTS
FROM REMOVING BOOZE
SEIZED IN RESIDENCE
New Orleans. La., Jan. 1. Attor
neys representing Mark Boasburg
today obtained from Federal Judge
Foster an Injunction restraining
prohibition agents from removing
liquor seized last night in the
basement of his private residence,
and ordering that the guards
placed there by prohibition agents
bo withdrawn.
Prohibition
agents said that
Boasburg admitted he had stored
in his cellar $50,000 worth of Ho,- uor that he had purchased bpfore
prohibition went into effect. When
the agents visited his residence
last night, lie protested
against
their entering, saying they had no
right to search it in the absence
of some indication that he had
violated the Volstead act.
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SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
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SCULL1N TEAM WINS.
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St, Louis, Mo., Jan. 1. The Soul-lieoccer team defeated the Pull3
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mans, of Pullman, today,
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the fifth round of a cup competiYou will probably check
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tion contest.
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With
Transfer Files, Vertical
Letter Folder, Loose Leaf

NEAL HART
"AMERICA'S

STRONG'S

PAL" in

Wherein Wolves of Wall Street Engage Wolves of th
Desert in Deadly Combat Actually Filmed in
Famous Death Valley
ADDED

"The Office Man's Supply
House."

lift

Two-Pa-

Comedy

rt

"SNOOKY'S TWIN TROUBLES"

Brown's Transfer
and Storage
PHONE

ATTRACTIONS

"SMOKY" THE HUMANZEE
In a

"CURRENT

878

West Sliver
Prop.

EVENTS"

REGULAR

C. A. HOI)Gi:S,

PRICES
WWWIW..

AT

DANCE
COLOMBO HALL
TONIGHT

January 2

t

new Loose Leaf Ledger?
Select from our stock.

TONIGHT
First Dance of the year
1922 by
Sandstorm Orchestra

1

..

Love.

Inventory Sheets, Adding
Machine Paper, and your

BOOK STORE

DIME

LAST TIME TODAY

For the

Good,

Finest rooms in the state
steam
hot and cold
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $t to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single ancj
double $3.00.

THEATRE

Prepared

Goal! Coal! Goal!

new-coz-

!

Are You

UNITED STORES
Sale

Clean Gallup Bump Coal
$11.00 Per Ton
Call
ABBfQVKUQI K TRANSFER
Phono 542, 401 North First St.

rai

I.

IAST

U

Jl IIJJIU WlllillWMl.WH

UAGAX COAL

3

On account of not having our
retail yard in readiness, It will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton IiOts Bump Coal,

Delivered $11.00 per ton.
IIAGAN-- COAL MINES

Best Floor Warmest Hall
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

Phone

t

CONTINUOUS

620

TO 11 P. M,

LAST TIME TODAY

'

d

M

CRYSTAL

Thursday, January 5

OPERA HOUSE

ONE NIGHT

PRICES 85c, $1.00, $1.65
Seats on Sale at Matson's Now

,

New Series of the Geo. H. McManus Cartoons

rMl

THE LAUGH SHOW OF THE WOULD
.Sco Jlggs Lose Maggie in Wull Street
It's a Scream.

BRIKGIRG UP FATHER
IN WALL

1

STREET

See tho Millionaire

Chorus

GOLDWYN

Bk-p-

e''

r

i

CLOSED

FROM LOST RIVER"

TODAY- -

c

i

"sing-lings-

."

..J.urJ.
v.va-- r,

;

red-blood-

pf

j

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Ameri-mornln-

"THE SKIPPER'S SCHEME"

llYs.

j

Phone

W

REPAIRING

i

Fresh Lump Lime

srd-in-

FOR SHOES
Of Quality

GUYS TRANSFER

Shelled Pinon Nuts

A

Come here. A big stock to select from, purchased
at new low prices.
MEN'S SHOES
WOMEN'S SHOES
Values
this week

$9.00

Values
this week

$6.00

Values
this week

$5.00

...

$4.45
$3.95
$3.45

High Boots' with
black or
brown

293 TAXI

Let Us Send a Man

Mr. Business Man:

PHONE 293

C. H. t'O.NNKK, M. D. P. O.
Osteopathic Specialist,
2033-fitcrn Bldg. Tel. 70I-J.

IFOGG, The

Jeweler

Expert Watch Making;, En-- :
We deliver any size any graving, Jewelry Repairing
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Opposite Fostoffice.
Phone
122 S. Fourth
,
Phone 939.

I handle a complete line of
Calendars and advertising novelties. My representative
will
call on you. Let me have your
orders for 1323.
A. MONTOYA,
115 South Second.

!K)3-,- I.

THE
,

Il

EVENT

OF

THE

NEW YEAR?
lc TO $1.00
Sale JSoglns
Tucsdny.

TAXI
Call or Phone
,

Money Savings
We have a

great line

JEWELRY
INDIAN HEADED

Prompt Service

RAGS

MOCCASINS

and many other
wo do not
Get our prices
buy your

17

of

articles that
mention.
before you
gifts

B: Marcu3
213

South

First

St.

needed for 1922.
We'd like to have your
order and can fill every
item

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

up your office supplies
and make a list of what's

as

and

cheaply as any office supply house, large or small.

. 7:45 tm
in Santa Fe. , ,10:45 am

Santa Fe

Phone 600

4:00 pm
7:80 pro

SINGER
TAXI
Office
210

Singer Cigar Store,
Went Central

MATSON'S
206

r

llllit eosotfc

'Hi

k N.

r

flrt

Work
Elks
Shoe,
regular High Boots, Military heel,
black or
Value, $3.00;
(1Q
.
.
brown
special
Special Ladies' Grey High Top Shoes, High Heels. (Jf)
This week only
f3UxO

Qr
tuO.t3

r

r

We extend to all our former
patrons
who for years knew the excellent
and dependable
brands of merchandise sold by
Conroy, a most

Bjg reduction on all Shoes and Oxfords.

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

THE FAMILY SHOE STORE

and sincerely trust and hope that 1922
will be the
best year in the history of
Albuquerque.

Opposite Alvarado Hotel.
115 South First Street.

v

C0NR0YGR0GERY
5 6' West Central Avenue
1

promptly

Altuquetque,

In Albuquerque

TOONERVILLE Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Qf
fDuttJO
J&O.tO

$1.90

rt

high heels,

Cuban
heels,
(TQ Qf

High Boots,
black or
brown

Two-Pa-

-

AA7--
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A FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION
"The Man From Lost River" i an eTrilms i1m9 .n.rt. i
.
,
,
r
:c:
f; f
uHu"
"cn5imii.cnii loresi iDacKgrouna.
One can almost hear the wind
1
the eiai
whistling:
through
. . i '.
11
e
.1
t.lf..l rragrance
i
me J.lorr me
i
uuui, omen ,L
ueugmiui
cnij
that fly from the ringing axe!
You who love clean,
drama, wind-sweskies and the wild beauty of the woods you'll love "Th i,
Man From Lost River."
ADDED ATTRACTION
;

i .I

Heavy Hauling

Presents

V.

Centra!.

Headquarters for Office Supplier

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Price, $11.25 Per Ton
Least Expensive.
Burns Longer
"
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real ' Gallup Lump Coal

HAHN COAL CO.
PHONE 91.

PHONE

702-- W

Will Open Tuesday, January 3rd
We Will Have a Genuine Demonstration of a Real Genuine Coffee
Don't Miss It.

i

